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Editorial 

It is my proud privilege to announce that the inaugural issue of volume 6 of the International 

Journal of Intelligent Computing and Applied Sciences (IJICAS) will be published in 2021, 

based on chosen received papers from across the world. This issue has articles from a variety of 

fields in Intelligent Computing and Applied Sciences. Original research submissions of high 

quality will be published in IJICAS. 

This journal aims to provide a forum for academics, educators, and professionals in the field of 

applied sciences and engineering to share their findings, innovative practice, and explore future 

trends and applications. However, this journal, on the other hand, will serve as a venue for the 

transmission of information on both theoretical and applied research in the aforementioned 

domain, with the ultimate goal of b ridging the gap between these related fields of study. As a 

result, the forum accelerates the advancement of technology for the future generation. This 

publication offers a comprehensive view on contemporary engineering subjects of relevance. A 

review article's scope and manuscript review method are identical to contemporary scientific 

submissions to IJICAS, which use a double-blind review process. I'd like to express my gratitude 

to the eminent personalities for reviewing articles for the journal during the last year. 

I am pleased to notice that IJICAS will gain widespread acclaim among educators, academics, 

and professionals in a short period of time. Nine shortlisted articles addressing diverse elements 

of intelligent computing and applied sciences have been published in the inaugural issue of 

Volume 6. 

Dr. Rajendra Kumar Das 

Editors – in- Chief 
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Study ion iGeotechnical I  Properties  iof I   Expansive I   Soil 

iUsing I   Mineral  iAdmixtures 
1Sourya iSnigdha iMohapatra, 

2
iBiswajit iJena 

1,2Asst. iProfessor, iDept. iof iCivil iEngineering, iDRIEMS iAutonomous iEngineering iCollege, iCuttack, iOdisha 
1smohapatra@driems.ac.in#, I2biswajit.jena@driems.ac.in 

 

ABSTRACT 

Due ito ithe ipresence iof iwater iin iclayey isoil, iit iis iprone ito ivolume ichanges ishowing isignificant iswelling iand 

ishrinkage. iThis itype iof isoil iis irecognised ias iexpansive isoil ior iblack icotton isoil iwith ihigh imoisture icontent 

ivariations. iDue ito ithis ivariation, ihydraulic ipressure iis igenerated iin isoil iresulting iin ithe iheaving ior ilifting iof ithe 

istructures ias iwell ias idifferential isettlement iin ithe isoil. iThis iexpansive inature iof ithe isoil icreates idamage ito ithe 

istructure ihampering ithe imechanical iproperties iof ithe isoil imaking iit iliquefiable. iVarious iground iimprovement 

itechniques ihave ibeen iadopted ifor ienhancing ithe iproperties iof isoil ito iavoid ithe imentioned irisk. iIn ithe ipresent iwork, 

iinvestigations iare icarried iout ito istabilise ithe iblack icotton isoil iusing idifferent imineral iadmixtures iand iglass ifibres 

iat ivarious ipercentage. iThe iexperiments iare idone iin ithe ilaboratory iby iblending ithe iideal iamount iof iground 

igranulated iblast ifurnace islag, iordinary iPortland icement i(0.3%, i0.6%, i0.9% iand i1.2%) iand ithe iglass ifibre i(0.25%, 

i0.5%, i0.75% iand i1%) iwith iblack icotton isoil ito istudy ithe imechanical iaspects iand itheir ibehaviour. iOptimum 

imoisture icontent iand imaximum idry idensity ifor ithe ivariations iof ithe iadmixtures ihave ibeen ifound iout ithrough 

iStandard iproctor itest iwhereas i iUCS iand iCBR iwere ichecked iat i3,7 iand i14 idays iof icuring iperiod ifor ithe imix 

iproportions iwith icorresponding iMDD ivalues. 

Keywords: i iBlack icotton isoil, iGGBFS, iGlass iFibre, iOPC, iOMC, iMDD, iUCS, iCBR 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Most iof ithe icivil iengineers iface ichallenges iat idifferent itimes idue ito ithe iproblematic isoils ilike iblack icotton isoil ias 

ithey icover iaround i20% iof ithe iland iarea iin iIndia, iWhich ican ibe iaccessible ion ian iaverage ifound iup ito ia idepth iof 

i3.7m i[3]. iThese ikind iof isoils imake ithe iconstruction iof iany istructure irisky iand irampageous. iSo ithese isoils ishould ibe 

itreated iwithin itime ito iovercome isuch ifatal idisasters. iMost ioften ivariations ihave ibeen iobserved iin ithese isoils idue ito 

ithe ichange iin iseason iwhich ican icause idecrease iin ishear istrength iand istiffness iand iremarkable ivolume ichange iand 

ialso iwhich iare iconsidered ito ibe iobstaclein ithe ifield iof iconstruction. iStabilization iis ihighly inecessary ito iimprove ithe 

imechanical iproperties iof isuch isoil ito iovercome ithe idamages icaused idue ito isoil iinstability. iAdmixtures ilike icement, 

iand ilime iare imost icommonly iused ifor ithe isoil istabilization ipurpose. iGround igranulated iblast ifurnace islag i(GGBFS) 

iis ia ikind iof imineral iadmixture ithat ican ibe ioriginated ifrom ithe iun-used iby iproduct iof ithe iiron imanufacturing iplants 

iand ican ibe iused ias ia ipartial ireplacement ito isoil iin iorder ito iimprove ithe isoil iproperties iin icorporation iwith iordinary 

iPortland icement iin ismall iquantity iand isilicate iglass ifibres ias ia isoil istrengthening imaterial. iNormally iglass ifibres iare 

inot ibeing iused ias ia icommon istabilizing iagent istill iit ihas ia iconsiderable istrength ienhancement iquality i[10]. 

mailto:smohapatra@driems.ac.in
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The isoil ibeing istabilised iresults iin iflexible iincrease iin iperformance ithan ithe ivirgin isoil. iThe iswelling iand ishrinkage 

iproperties ialso iget ireduced idue ito ithe ieffect iof iGGBFS iin iexpansive isoil. iFrom ivarious ilaboratory itests iand itheir 

ioutcomes, iit ihas ibeen iproved ithat iGGBFS iplays ia ivital irole iin iincreasing ithe istrength iof ithe isoil ifrom i0% ito i25% 

iby iarid iweight. iWith ithe ipercentage iincrease iof iGGBFS iOMC ireduces iwith ian iincrease iin iMDD, imaking ithe isoil 

idense iand istiff. iHardness iof ithe isoil iincreases iwith ian iincrease iin ispecific igravity i[13,14].  

The iexperimental iinvestigation ihere irepresents ithe iqualitative iuse iof iGGBFS, iOPC iand iglass ifibre itogether ias ia 

ifavourable iadmixture ifor ihe icollected iexpansive isoil iin iimprovising iits igeotechnical iproperties iup ito ithe imark. i 

2 OBJECTIVE iOF iTHE iSTUDY 

Objectives iof ithe istudy iare 

a) iTo istudy ithe ivariation iin iproperties iof iblack icotton isoil iin icorporation iwith iGGBFS. 

b) iTo istudy ieffect iof i12mm iglass ifibres iwith ivarying ipercentage ion iblack icotton isoil. 

c) iTo iinvestigate ithe ieffect iof ioptimum ipercentage iof iGGBFS iwhen icombined iwith ivarying ipercentage iof iOPC iand 

iglass ifibres ion iblack icotton isoil. 

3  iMATERIALS iUSED 

3.1    Black icotton isoil: i 

Expansive isoil iis icommonly iknown ifor iits ishrinkage iand iswelling iproperties iwith ithe ivariation iof iwater icontent. 

iThe isoil iused iin ithe ipresent iinvestigation ihas ibeen icollected ifrom iTangi iarea iof iCuttack, iOdisha. iTests ihave ibeen 

icarried iout ion ithe isoil ito idetermine ithe iproperties iof ithe isoil iwhich iare igiven iin ithe itable ibelow: 

Table-1: Mechanical  properties   of   the BC soil 

Sr. ino Soil  properties values 

1 Specific igravity 2.62 

2 Liquid ilimit 63.73% 

3 Plastic ilimit 26.08% 

4 Plasticity iindex 37.65 

5 Free iswell iindex 38 

6 MDD 1.45 

7 OMC 33.5 

8 CBR(unsoaked) 1.345 

9 UCS 1.06 

10 Soil iclassification CH 
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3.2       Ground igranulate iblast ifurnace slag(GGBFS): 

GGBFS iis ithe imaximum iused imineral iadmixture iin ithe ipresent iexperiment iwhich iis ia ipartial ireplacement iof ithe 

iadditives. iThe iadmixture ihas ibeen icollected ifrom iRAMCO icement ipt. iltd iJajpur,Odisha. iThe iproperties iof iGGBFS 

iobserved ifrom ivarious itests iconducted iare igiven iin itable ibelow: 

Table-2: iChemical icomposition iof iGGBFS 

Chemicals present percentage 

Magnesia 8.366 

Sulphur 0.51 

Sulphide 0.62 

Chloride 0.006 

Silicate 91 

Moisture 0.9 

 

Table-3: physical  properties  of  GGBFS 

Properties Values 

Specific  gravity 2.78 

Fineness(M2/Kg) 367 

Residue (%) 8.6 

 

3.3    Ordinary iPortland icement: 

The iOPC iused ifor ithe imentioned iwork ihas ibeen iprocured ifrom ia ilocal idealer iof icement iin iTangi iarea, iCuttack, 

iOdisha. 

3.4      Silicate glass ifibre: 

Silicate iGlass ifibres ivary iin itheir isizes ilike i6mm iand i12mm. ihere iin ithe imentioned iwork i6mm ithickness iof ithe iglass 

ifibre ihas ibeen iused iwhich iwas iprocured ifrom iReliance iInfra ipvt. iLimited. ithrough ionline iprocedure. 

The iproperties iof ithe ifibre iprovided iby ithe imanufacturer iare igiven iin ithe itable ibelow. 

 

Table-4: properties of  the GF given by  Manufacturer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mechanical properties values 

Specific gravity 2.7-2.74 

Tensile strength, MPa 1700 

Effect of temperature 

Softening point 

8600C 
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4        PREPARATION iOF iTHE iSAMPLE: 

As iper ithe iIS icode, ithe iproperties iof ithe iBC isoil iwere ifound iout iwithout imixing iwith iany iadmixture. iTo idetermine 

ithe ioptimum ivalue iof ithe iGGBFS ibest isuited ifor ithe isoil,the ivarious ibasic iproperties iof ichosen isoil iwere ifound iout 

iwith iGGBFS. 

.  

Graph-1: iplot ion ivariation iof iCBR iwith i% iof islag 

 

Graph-2: iplot ion ivariation iof iUCS iwith i% iof islag 

From ithe iabove igraphs ipresented, iit iwas iobserved ithat ias ithe islag ipercentage iincreases,CBR iand iUCS ivalues ialso 

iincrease. i25% iof iGGBFS igives ithe ibest iresult iwhen itreated iwith ithe isoil. iSo ithe ioptimum ivalue iof iGGBFS iwas 

ifound ito ibe i25%. i 

After ifinding ithe ioptimum ipercentage iof iGGBFS, ithe ipartially ireplaced isoil iwith i25% iof iGGBFS iwas itreated iwith 

iOrdinary iPortland icement i0.2%, i0.5%, i0.8% i& i1.1% iand i0.25%, i0.5%, i0.75% iand i1% iof iglass ifibres. iThe 

imechanical ipropertieswere icarried iout iin ithe ilaboratory iby iconducting ithe istandard iproctor itest, iunconfined 

icompressive istrength itest iand iCalifornia ibearing iratio itest. iThemaximum idry idensity iand ioptimum imoisture icontent 

ivalues iwere ifound iout ifrom ithe icompaction icurves ias iper iIS icodes. iOnceOMC i& iMDD ivalues ifor idifferent 

iprepared isamples iof iB.C.SOIL+GGBS iwith ivarying ipercentage iof icement i& iGF iwere ifoundout, ithe imix 

iproportions ifor iwhich ithe ibest iresults iof iMDD iwere ifound iout, ithe iUCS iand iCBR isamples iwere iprepared ifor ithe 

isame iand ikeptfor icuring. iThese iprepared isamples iof iUCS iand iCBRwere itested iin ithe iUCS imachine iat i3, i7 i& i14 

idays iof icuring. 
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5        RESULT iAND iDISCUSSION: 

The iOMC iand iMDD iresults iof isoil iwith i25% iGGBS iand ivarying iproportions iof iOPC iand iglass ifibres ihave ibeen 

irepresented iin ithe itable igiven ibelow: 

Table-5: iOMC iand iMDD iresults ifor idifferent imix iproportions iof isoil iwith iGGBFS, iGF iand iOPC 

Sr.no Soil iproportions OMC(%) MDD(gm/cm3) 

1 B.CSOIL+25%GGBS+0.2%OPC+0.25%GF 26.7 1.727 

2 B.CSOIL+25%GGBS+0.5%OPC+0.25%GF 26.4 1.736 

3 B.C.SOIL+25%GGBS+0.8%OPC+0.25%GF 25.6 1.754 

4 B.CSOIL+25%GGBS+1.1%OPC+0.25%GF 25.0 1.776 

5 B.C.SOIL+25%GGBS+0.2%OPC+0.5%GF 24.8 1.821 

6 B.CSOIL+25%GGBS+0.5%OPC+0.5%GF 23.3 1.843 

7 B.CSOIL+25%GGBS+0.8%OPC+0.5%GF 22.4 1.875 

8 B.CSOIL+25%GGBS+1.1%OPC+0.5%GF 22.8 1.813 

9 B.CSOIL+25%GGBS+0.2%OPC+0.75%GF 20.6 1.924 

10 B.CSOIL+25%GGBS+0.5%OPC+0.75%GF 20.2 1.945 

11 B.CSOIL+25%GGBS+0.8%OPC+0.75%GF 19.8 1.927 

12 B.CSOIL+25%GGBS+1.1%OPC+0.75%GF 20.1 1.825 

13 B.CSOIL+25%GGBS+1.1%OPC+1.0%GF 20.3 1.937 

14 B.CSOIL+25%GGBS+1.1%OPC+1.0%GF 20.9 1.742 

15 B.CSOIL+25%GGBS+1.1%OPC+1.0%GF 21.5 1.542 

16 B.CSOIL+25%GGBS+1.1%OPC+1.0%GF 22.4 1.038 

 

 

Graph-3:Comparative iOMC iresults ifor ivarying ipercentage iof iGF iand iOPC iwith ioptimum iGGBS 
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Graph-4: iComparative iMDD iresults ifor ivarying ipercentage iof iGF iand iOPC iwith ioptimum iGGBFS 

From ithe iabove icompaction icurves, iit iis iobserved ithat iwith ia ismall ipercentage iincrease iin icement ifrom i0.2%-1.1%, 

ithemaximum idry idensity ialso iincreases ifrom i1.727g/cc ito i1.776g/cc iand ithere iis igradual ireduction iin iOMD ivalue 

ifrom i26.7% ito i25%. i iBy ithe iaddition iof i25% iGGBS iwith i0.5% iGF iand icement i0.2-1.1%, ithe iMDD iincreases ifrom 

i1.821g/cc ito i1.875g/cc iup ito i0.8% iof icement iand iit iis ibeing ireduced iwhen i1.2% icement iis iused.Further iincrease iin 

iGF iup ito i0.75% iwith i25% iGGBS iand ivarying ipercentage iof icement, iit iis iseen iup ito i0.5% iof icement itheMDD 

iincreases ibut ifurther iincrease iin idosage iof icement ilowers ithe ivalue iof iMDD ibecause iof iits iworkability. iWhen ithe 

ipercentageof iGF iincrease ifrom i0.75% ito i1% ithere iis ireduction iin ithe ivalue iof iMDD. iThe iglass ifibre iis iworkable iup 

ito i0.75% ionly iwhen iused iwith i0.5% iof icement. iThe iglass ifibre iwith i0.75% igives imaximum ivalue iof icompaction 

iwhen icompare ito iother iblending iproportions. 

The iunconfined icompressive istrength iof ithe isoil itreated iwith i25% iof iGGBFS iand ivarying iproportions iof iOPC iand 

iGF iare itested iand ithe iresults iof ithe imixed iproportions iwith ioptimum iMDD iare igiven iin ithe itable ibelow 

 Table-6: iUCS ivalues iat ioptimised iMDD iresults 

Sr. no Soil proportions UCS(kg/cm2) 

3days 7days 14days 

1 25%GGBS+0.25%G

F+1.1%OPC 

1.67 3.26 4.11 

2 25%GGBS+1.0%GF

+0.2%OPC 

1.73 3.75 5.22 

3 25%GGBS+0.5%GF

+0.5%OPC 

1.81 4.62 5.45 

4 25%GGBS+0.75%G

F+0.8%OPC 

1.87 4.89 5.76 
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Graph-5: icomparative iplot iof iUCS iwith icuring iperiod 

The iabove igraph ishows ithe icomparative iunconfined icompressive istrength ifor ithe idifferent imix iproportions iwith 

icuring itime.Four idifferent imix iproportions iwere iused ifor ifinding ithe ivalues iof iunconfined icompressive istrength iby 

ikeeping ithe ioptimumdosage iof iGGBS ii.e. i25%. iThe iUCS ivalues iwere iobserved ifor i3, i7 iand i14 idays iof icuring 

iperiod. 

The iUCS ivalue iof ithe ivirgin isoil ifor izero iday iof icuring iwas i1.06kg/cm2. iFor i3 idays iof icuring iperiod, ithe ioptimum 

iUCSvalue iachieved ifor imix iproportion i0.75%GF+0.8%OPC. iThe ivalue ireached ito i1.87kg/cm2
 iwhich iis i1.7 itimes 

ithe istrength iofunreinforced isoil iachieved iat izero idays iof icuring. 

When iwe iobserve ithe ispecimen icured ifor i7 idays, ithe imaximum ivalue iachieved iis i4.89kg/cm2
 iwhich iis i4.6 itimes ithe 

istrengthof iunreinforced isoil iwhen ithe isoil iis iblended iwith i0.75%GF iand i0.5%OPC iin icase iof i14 idays iof icuring 

iperiod, i4.11kg/cm2achieved ifor ithe imix iproportion i0.25%GF+1.1%OPC iwith i25%GGBS. iWhereas ihighest ivalue 

iachieved iis i5.76 ikg/cm2
 iwhich iis5.4 itimes ithe ivalue iof iunreinforced isoil itested iat izero iday. 

From ithe iabove igraph iit ihas ibeen iobserved ithat ithe iUCS ivalue iincreases iwith ithe icuring iperiod. iFrom ithe istudy iit iis 

ialso iseen ithatthe istrength iincrease iup ito i0.75% iof iglass ifibre. iFurther iincrease iof iglass ifibre iresults iin ithe ireduction 

iof iUCS ivalue. iThe iglassfibre iis iworkable iup ito i0.75% iwhen iused iwith i0.5% iof iordinary iPortland icement. 

Table-7: iCBR ivalues iat ioptimised iMDD iresults 

Sr. ino Soil iproportions CBR 

3days 7days 14days 

1 25%GGBS+0.25

%GF+1.1%OPC 

1.73 4.55 5.67 

2 25%GGBS+1.0

%GF+0.2%OPC 

1.85 4.76 5.78 

3 25%GGBS+0.5

%GF+0.5%OPC 

1.88 4.89 6.21 

4 25%GGBS+0.75

%GF+0.8%OPC 

1.92 5.68 6.57 
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Graph-6: icomparative iplot iof iCBR iwith icuring iperiod 

 

The iabove igraph ishows ithe icomparative iCalifornia ibearing iratio ivalue ifor ithe idifferent imix iproportions iwith icuring 

itime. iFour idifferent imix iproportions iwere iused ifor ifinding ithe ivalues iof iCBR iby ikeeping ithe ioptimum idosage iof 

iGGBS ii.e. i25%. iThe iCBR ivalues iwere iobserved ifor i3, i7 iand i14 idays iof icuring iperiod. 

The iCBR ivalue iof ithe ivirgin isoil ifor izero iday iof icuring iwas i1.345. iFor i3 idays iof icuring iperiod, ithe ioptimum iCBR 

ivalue iachieved ifor imix iproportion i0.75%GF+0.8%OPC. iThe ivalue ireached ito i1.92 iwhich iis i1.4 itimes ithe iCBR iof 

ithe iuntreated isoil iachieved iat izero idays iof icuring. 

When iwe iobserve ithe ispecimen icured ifor i7 idays, ithe imaximum ivalue iachieved iis i5.68 iwhich iis i4.2 itimes ithe 

istrength iof iuntreated isoil iwhen ithe isoil iis iblended iwith i0.75%GF iand i0.5%OPC.In icase iof i14 idays iof icuring 

iperiod, i6.57CBR ivalue iis iachieved iwhich iis iaround i5times ithe iCBR ivalue iof ithe iuntreated isoil. 

From ithe iabove igraph iit ihas ibeen iobserved ithat ithe iCBR ivalue iincreases iwith ithe icuring iperiod. iCBR ivalue ialso 

iresponses ias iUCS. iO.75% iof iglass ifibre iin ithe imix iproportion igives ithe ibest iresults ifor iCBR iwith i0.5% iof iOPC. 

 

CONCLUSION 

So imany iresearch iworks ihave ibeen iconducted ion isoil iin icorporation iwith iGGBFS,GF iand iOPC ias imineral 

iadmixture ito iimprove ithe isoil iproperties. iFrom ithe iabove iexperimental iinvestigation iit ican ibe iconcluded ithat: 

• Black icotton isoil iwhen itreated iwith ioptimum idosage iof iGGBFS iin icorporation iwith ia ismall iquantity iof 

iother istrengthening iadmixtures igives isignificant iresults ifor ithe igeotechnical iparameters. 

• 25% iof iGGBFS iwas ifound ito ibe ithe ioptimum idosage ifor ithe isoil ito ibe istabilised. 

• A ismall iportion iof ithe iGF ithat iis i.75% iand i0.5% iof iOPC iwas ialso ithe ifavourable iquantity ifor ithe isoil 

iimprovement.at ithis iproportion iof iGF iand iOPC, iwith i25% iof iGGBFS ithe isoil ireached iits ioptimum iMDD 

ivalue. 

• UCS iand iCBR ifor ithe iblack icotton isoil ialso ireached itheir imaximum ivalues iat ithe ioptimum idosage iof 

iGGBFS, i0.75% iof iGF iand i.5% iof iOPC. 
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• The iUnconfined icompressive istrength iwas ifound ito ibe iincreased iaround i5.4 itimes iof ithe iuntreated isoil 

iwhereas ithe iun isoaked iCBR iwas ifound ito ibe iincreased iaround i5 itimes iof ithe iuntreated isoil. iOverall ithere 

iwas ian isignificant iimprovement iin ithe isoil iproperties idue ito ithe iuse iof iGGBFS iwith iglass ifibre iand iOPC. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Delay Tolerant Network architecture envisions a protocol suite that handles numerous specialised difficulties in 

heterogeneous networks and goes well beyond the regular Internet Suite's capabilities (DTN). It is a highly 

successful design that uses the store and forward technique to achieve end-to-end reliability. We present an 

overview of DTN in this work, including its properties, types of routing protocols, comparisons across protocols, 

and advanced DTN topologies. It can also be used in a variety of domains like as the military, social networking 

sites, and providing network services to remote locations. The study also discusses the security of a network 

employing DTN as well as cyber-attacks. The purpose of this study is to provide a brief overview of how the DTN is 

strengthening wireless networks. 

Keywords: Delay Tolerant Network, Replica Bundles, Cyber Attack  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Delay Tolerant Networks are new networks in the realm of wireless networks that focus on providing end-to-end 

connection in places where networks are unreliable. Bundle layer protocol is used by the DTN. The DTN began in 

2002 with Kevin Fall's inventions in Interplanetary Internet Design, which are covered in the first section of the 

Literature Survey. Traditional TCP/IP protocols were unable to function in the challenged networks, necessitating 

the development of a new architecture. The DTN is used in critical applications such as military and satellite 

communication, with security being a top priority. The globe is obsessed with the internet, but only a few distant 

locations have access to it. The new architectures allow the DTN to supply services even to rural areas. The DTN 

provides tight security through encryption and other ways, which is at the heart of today's wireless communication. 

The DTN is also keeping a close eye on the attacks. 

2. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Kevin Fall et al.[1]  have proposed the issues that today's networks face and developed a general oriented design as a 

solution for these "challenging networks." The challenged networks evolve due to node mobility or are partitioned 

due to RF signal interference, near-earth satellite communication and long-distance radio links which suffer from 

many unpredictable situations such as environmental changes and the inability to store and forward messages, and 

Military Wireless AdHoc networks where there are critical situations for priority basing. These issues force us to 

think of new approaches to design architectures that will help us overcome the situation and ensure network 

stability. The features of the challenged networks are divided into three categories: path and link characteristics, 

mailto:kumarpradosh13@gmail.com
mailto:dr.sachikanta@driems.ac.in
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network architectures, and end system characteristics, each of which is further divided into subcategories. High 

latency, low data rate, disconnection, and extended queue times are all features of the path and link. Interoperability 

concerns and security concerns are among the network characteristics. The end system has a short lifespan, operates 

at a low duty cycle, and has limited resources. In everyday life, people communicate via Internet protocols, but in 

the case of Challenged networks, the situation is different since there is no end-to-end compatibility. This resulted in 

the creation of Architecture that is “Delay Tolerant Message-Oriented.” 

Delay Tolerant networks provide a range of options for challenging networks. It is built on message switching, with 

bundlers handling the bundles of messages and Bundle forwarders or Gateways handling the routers that handle 

them. When a node is exposed to other networks, DTN uses an overlay architecture, which forms the topmost layers 

over the current architectures and strengthens the network by providing a gateway. The gateways are used to store 

communications from neighbouring regions and to deliver data in the event of a network outage. The gateways are 

given names in tuples that include the area and entity names. The region-based routing methods and algorithms are 

heavily reliant on path selection and scheduling. The bundler is made up of several convergence layers that work 

along with the transport layer protocols to provide dependable delivery. Because there is no end-to-end scheduling, 

time synchronisation is the most difficult task. Despite the fact that the NTP protocol has solved this problem, the 

challenging networks still have a lot of problems. To make the architecture secure enough, we put a "postage stamp" 

in the messages we transmit, which includes sender identity, authorization, and service class. Cryptography keys are 

frequently used as well. The DTN uses standard transport layer protocols as well as DTN region-specific techniques 

implemented by the bundlers to govern flow. To prioritise and assure reliability, the FCFS (First Come First Serve) 

method is employed for congestion control. Message bundlers are responsible for implementing the application 

interface. The DTN-based end application must not expect on-time responses and is also responsible for generating 

the Tuple names. 

Anh-Minh Nguyen et al.[2]wrote an article describing the importance and functionality of DTN in social networking 

services. For a reliable connection, social networking services have traditionally relied on Mobile Adhoc networks. 

However, once the link is gone, we are unable to transmit the data any further. The DTN offers the benefit of storing 

and forwarding communications. The hop-by-hop transfer ensures that the data is saved somewhere along the 

network's path. The use of DTN has expanded as the number of users and devices has grown, as it provides a 

dependable and secure connection. Because the data is held at some point of node in the network, this also 

emphasises connection even when the devices shut down. The DTN network works as a sandwiched layer between 

the devices and the Adhoc network in this configuration. The exact architecture of DTN in social networking 

services is depicted in Figure 1. In real-time scenarios, p2p is a social networking tool. 

Salman Ali et al.[3]have proposed a paper on Delay Tolerant Network Routing Protocols. In the challenging 

networks, routing protocols play a crucial part in message transport. DTN, unlike traditional Mobile Adhoc 

Networks (MANET), uses unique routing techniques. They are divided into three groups: replica-based, knowledge-

based, and coding-based. 
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The replica based routing principle states that each node makes several copies of the message and retransmits it after 

establishing a successful connection. Direct contact – where the sender holds the data until the message reaches the 

receiver, two hop relay – where the message is withheld with the first n nodes that come in contact with the source 

and the message is transmitted to the destination once any one of the nodes connects to the receiver, and three hop 

relay – where the message is withheld with the first n nodes that come in contact with the source and the message is 

transmitted to the destination once any one of the nodes connects to the receiver Tree based flooding- relays are 

made as tree nodes, epidemic routing- all nodes in the network become message carriers, maxprop Priority message 

sending system, probabilistic routing – data transfer depends on a node's ability to communicate with others, and 

spray and wait – a coherent method that sets an upper bound for data transfer to nodes. 

                                          

                                                Fig 1. DTN in Social Networking Services  

Knowledge-based protocols require prior knowledge about the path in order to choose the most efficient and 

effective way to store and convey data. Location based routing functions by assigning coordinates to nodes, source 

routing- source has prior knowledge of network topology, per hop routing- node acts as a judge to data transfer for 

other nodes, hierarchical routing- node by node data transfer, gradient routing- enacts by allowing a certain weight 

for each node, and link metric routing- e.g. 

Coding-based protocols use encryption and decryption at the transmitter and receiver to ensure that only one node 

receives the data. They are further divided into Estimation based Erasure Coding, which transports a high number of 

messages with fixed overheads, and Hybrid Erasure Coding, which uses an aggressive forwarding technique. 

A article by HideyaOchiai et al.[4]describes the use of IP over DTN with asynchronous packet delivery. DTN is 

typically installed in a bundle layer, which necessitates new architecture, connectivity, and maintenance, all of 

which are costly. In IP networking, the new architecture employs the DTN framework as a data link. Sender A sends 

a message that is broken down into a series of datagrams with the help of the routing table, which is then 

encapsulated by the DTN framework and sent over the DTN data connection. When the data link reaches the 

required gateway, IP packets are sent to the recipient. As a result, the transport and application layers are 

asynchronous. The DTN data link is built using PEAR, and the implementation is done by constructing a prototype 

in Linux (PHP Extension and Application Repository). There are five network segments, four of which are 

connected to the internet and one to PEAR. Three of the four are DTN nodes, while the fourth is connected to the 
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internet. The battery is the first of the three. Between the Ethernet and DTN frameworks, IP packets are stored and 

transmitted. This structure is unique. 

A paper on the application of Delay Tolerant Network in Military Communications was given by ZiyiLu et al.[5]. 

Traditional protocols such as TCP/IP have a number of drawbacks, including data transfer delays, increased error 

rates, and erratic reliability. DTN's architecture is influenced by military applications because it employs a store-

and-forward data transport method. The DTN's bundle layer architecture provides end-to-end connection. The 

military is confronted with three major issues. The most common type of attack is a denial-of-service attack, in 

which the attacker can flood the sender or receiver with massive volumes of data. DTN offers a solution to this 

problem by identifying bundles and restricting access to only authorised users. As a result, the other issue is 

information fragmentation, which is addressed by data integrity intelligence. The third issue, and the most essential 

in military applications, is data security. DTN uses BAH (Bundle Authentication Header) for single hop 

authentication, PSH (Payload Security Header) for end-to-end authentication, and CH (Confidentiality Header) to 

encrypt payload. DTN thus supports and addresses a number of important challenges in military applications. 

A paper on DTN-based internet services for remote places was presented by Emir Husni et al.[6]. In response to a 

real-time challenge in Indonesia, a new service-delivery system was developed. Making the Transport service, train 

as a host the remote places news and mails are delivered. Trains provide services to rural areas.There is a main 

server that connects the worldwide internet and serves as the system's heart. The railway station server serves as a 

data transfer node between the main server and the train. 

The train, which also includes the Customer Premise Equipment, serves as a DTN router. A village server takes on 

the role of village server leader. The data that is addressed to all of the remote areas is mostly downloaded by the 

central server. The Station server then downloads the mail and news for the region covered by the trains on that 

route. The information from the station server is downloaded by the trains router. The train broadcasts all of the 

information to the village as it passes by. Messages are kept and forwarded to the central system if there are villages 

that are not on the route. Various field tests are undertaken to ensure compatibility, and an average of 300 e-mails 

are sent per route per trip. 

A paper on Three Point Encryption was given by Roy Cabaniss et al.[7]. The security of a wireless network is one of 

its most important criteria. With the current DTN routing technique, old systems are unreliable. It is not a matter of 

safety to rely on alternative security solutions that use third-party vendors. The paper discusses two main security 

techniques, namely the Chaining algorithm and the Fragmentation Algorithm. The basic idea behind Chaining 

Encryption is to force the calculation to go across k hubs, or links, without allowing any of them to see the plaintext. 

The first message is encoded with each connection's open key and then sent to the nearest connection. The 

encryption layer of that hub is ejected at each connection. The message is encrypted with it on the off access to the 

final connection. The message is sent to the endpoint only when each layer has been replaced with the final 

connection's key. Once it's there, it's decoded k times, each time removing a layer of encryption. The following is 

the formula for the encryption algorithm: 

A bit delay is used in the chaining technique. The Fragmentation Algorithm was created to reduce this trade-off. The 

communication is fractured into different parts, each of which is subsequently routed across a single link at the same 

time. The tradeoff is reduced as a result. This technique has a flaw in that it does not guarantee that all fragments 

will route effectively in real-world settings. 
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A study on Intelligent Routing in DTN has been proposed by AzadehOmidvar et al.[8]. The DTN has a few 

drawbacks, such as delay and changing topology. The DTN is put in critical locations such as interplanetary 

operations and military communications where delay is not an option. An innovative AI-based method known as the 

Genetic Algorithm has been created to improve the delivery rate ratio. 

In Genetic Algorithm's mechanism the number of duplicates is set to one from the start. The calculation determines 

the delivery proportion after the warm-up phase. The computation finds the number of duplicates to spread across 

related neighbours using delivery proportion as wellness work. Additional duplicates are removed as the algorithm 

approaches the desired delivery proportion. This is an approach for optimization that relies on standard procedures 

such as selection, crossover, and mutation. 

A work on Anatomy on Routing in DTN has been proposed by Vandana Juyal et al.[9]. The author of this paper 

discusses DTN's design difficulties before comparing the performance of various routing algorithms. The DTN has a 

number of design flaws, including high portability, coerced assets, limited buffer space, power concerns, no 

consistent path, a sparse system, no connectivity, and no hidden framework. The author has conducted a 

comprehensive literature review on DTN's routing strategies. He simulated and carefully observed the reports to 

compare the various routing systems, and so provided a comparative analysis of Epidemic, Trust based Routing, and 

Cluster based Routing. MANET, to name a few. According to the findings, MANET connection is relatively high, 

mobility is low among all routing protocols, and mobility structure is heterogeneous in MANET but homogenous in 

all other cases. Epidemic has a lot of resources, trust-based routing has a lot of resources, cluster based routing has a 

lot of resources, and MANET has a lot of resources. [9] 

A paper on attacks in delay tolerant networks was presented by Preeti Nagrath et al.[10]. Because DTNs are a 

system of heterogeneous systems, the hubs in DTNs travel throughout the system for communication, making it 

challenging to maintain security in a DTN domain. Malicious and selfish nodes are the two types of misbehaving 

nodes. 

Selfish Attack: A system's several hubs can become selfish by only sending their own messages. Because 

correspondence is prone to uncommon pioneering contacts that are necessary to transfer messages without a start to 

finish related way across hubs, a hub's selfish behaviour in DTNs is damaging to the system. A black hole attack is 

when a malicious hub makes itself desirable in order to pull the most bundles from the hub in touch. 

DTNs are asset-limited systems, hence they are vulnerable to flooding attacks. Several malicious hubs try to drain 

system assets by flooding the system with false/pointless messages. Several hubs then forward these messages to 

other hubs, wasting data transmission and the limited cushion space provided by DTN hubs. According to the 

analysis, the black hole assault is a serious hazard that reduces almost 20% of communications, flooding reduces 

nearly 8% of messages, and the selfish attack reduces nearly 6% of messages. 

CONCLUSION 

We surveyed DTN's varied papers in this study, starting with its origins and challenges and ending with the 

applications it supports. In today's world, the paper presents a basic description of DTN. We present an overview of 

DTN in this work, including its properties, types of routing protocols, comparisons across protocols, and advanced 

DTN topologies. It can also be used in a variety of domains like as the military, social networking sites, and 

providing network services to remote locations. The study also discusses the security of a network employing DTN 

as well as cyber-attacks. Unlike MANETS, DTN does not consider mobility. Typically, characteristics such as time 

to live, energy, transmission speed, and pause time are considered to improve the performance of various routing 

protocols in MANETS; however, these parameters are not included in Delay Tolerant Network Routing, which is 

the focus of our future work. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

iIn ithe idistributed icomputing platform, icloud icomputing iprovides ipromising idelivery iplatform. Cloud 

icomputing iis ia imodel ifor ion idemand inetwork iaccess iin ia idistributed ishared ienvironment iof iconfigurable 

icomputing iresources. i iThe iefficiency iof icloud idepends ion ithe iusability iof ivarious icloud iservices iand ialso 

idepends ion iperformance iof ithe itask iexecution. iFor ithis iusability iaspect idesign iof ivarious icloud iservices 

ineed ito ibe iinteractive, igoal ioriented iand ieasy ito iunderstand. This iwill igive ia ipositive iplatform ito ithe 

iend iuser iand ienhance iuser isatisfaction iand iloyalty. Usability iaspect ican ibe imeasured iusing ivarious 

ievaluation itechnique, imetric iplay ia ivital irole ifor ithis ievaluation iprocess iof icloud icomputing ienvironment. 

iKeywords: iDistributed icomputing, i, Usability iEvaluation iTechniques, iUsability iMetrics 

 

1. IINTRODUCTION I 

Utility iprocessing iwith isavvy iacknowledgment iturned iinto ithe iestablishment iof iCloud ifiguring imodel 

iwhich ipermits iclients iand isuppliers ito iget ito ithe iassets ieffectively iin ia iself-productive iway, iwith ipay-

more ionly ias icosts iarise istyle, isubsequently idiminishing istarting ifoundation icost iand ifurther ideveloping 

iasset iuse iby iaugmenting ithe iviability iof iasset. iAs iof ilate, ithe iGlobal iIT ienvironment iand inew ibusiness 

isectors ieconomy iare iextraordinarily iaffected iby ithe ieffect iof idistributed icomputing iwhich ican able to imeet 

ithe ifluctuating iand ierratic ibusiness irequests ias ia iresult iof iits iaccomplishing irationality iand ifinancial 

imatters iof iscale.  Subsequently  thinking iabout ithe iadvantages iof iend iclient, iease iof iuse iis imost 

ifundamental iquality ifor iestimating iclient ifulfillment ilevel iin idistributed icomputing iclimate.  Consequently, 

iease iof iuse iwill ibe icharacterized ias ithe imost icommon iway iof iexpanding ithe iviability iof idispersed iassets 

iwith iamplifying iregistering ipower ito iguarantee iclient idependability iand ifulfillment.  Proficiency,  fulfillment 

iand iadequacy, iare ithe ithree iprime iobjectives iof icloud ithat iurges ito iaccomplishing iclients iexplicit 

iobjective. Subsequently iit itends ito ibe iexpressed i"a iusable icloud iconsistently isupport ithe iUsers' iparticular 

iassignments iin ian ieffective iway". Convenience iassessment ican ibe icharacterized ias ideliberate imethodology 

iof iassortment iof iinformation ithat imakes ia isuperior icomprehension iof iclients iconduct ito imove itoward ithe 

icloud iadministration ito iperform ifor ia ispecific iassignment.  To imake icloud iadministration,  appropriate 

iengineering, iestimation iand iplan istandards iare iapplied. iThese icycles iassists iclient iwith iutilizing icloud 

iadministration ieffectively iat inominal icost. 

mailto:%7bsurajit.mohanty
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2. I IUSABILITY IEVALUATION I 

The iexcursion iof iusability iwas ibegun iin ibasic iclimate ihowever icontinue ito ia icomplicated iclimate. iThe 

iexpression i i i i“usability i" iwas ipresented iin ithe ilast ipart iof ithe i1980s [7]. iIn the year i2006 ian 

iinvestigation ion iconvenience itesting icaried out iby iMiller i[1], i[5] iwhere ihe iexamined iabout iease iof iuse 

itesting iand enhance iquality iconfirmation iproperty. iFrom ihis idistribution iwe iable ito irealize ithat iease iof 

iuse itesting iought ito ibe icaried out iat ithe iunderlying istage ito iconquer ithe iissues iand igreat iconvenience 

itesting itechnique ican imake ithe iassistance iquicker. iTo igauge ithe ipresentation iof ia isite iin icloud, iL.Fang 

i[2] iproposed idistinctive iconvenience iassessment istrategies.  Assessment istrategies ilike iheuristic iassessment, 

icenter igathering iintellectual iwalkthrough, iand ipoll ican ibe itaken ion ito igauge ithe iease iof iuse iand iin 

i2010, iA. iLodhi, i[3], i[5] idepicted iease iof iuse iheuristics ias ian ievaluation iboundary ifor iease iof iuse itesting 

iand ia ifew ianalyses iwas iled ito iset iup ito ilegitimize ihis iexamination. iIn i2012, iL.Hasan i[4], i[5] iperformed 

iinvestigate iease iof iuse iassessing iin inine iJordanian icollege isites. iSome iease iof iuse icharacteristic iwas 

ithought iabout ito iassess ithe iconvenience ilike ieffectiveness iof iease iof iuse, iengineering iplan iand iinstructive 

isubstance. i237 iclient iwere ichosen ito ido ia ispecific iundertaking ion ia iparticular isite iand igive iinput i.A 

ireport iwas icreated ifrom icriticism ito igauge itheir ifulfillment ilevel iof iclients. iGoogle, iHotmail, Amazon 

,iYahoo and iIBM iare iceaselessly iendeavoring ito iwork iwith ithe iclients ithrough imore idevelopments. 

 

3.i USABILITY IATTRIBUTES, IBENEFITS AND ICHALLENGES ITHAT INFLUENCE CLOUD 

COMPUTING WORKING IENVIRONMENT i 

 

3.1. I Usability iattribute i 

As iindicated iby iJ. iNielsen, iconvenience iis icharacterized iby ithe iaccompanying ifive iquality iparts [8]. i 

➢ Learnability of Client i: iIt icharacterizes ithat iclient's iability iof iadapting irapidly iand ieffectively iof 

ithe various ifunctionalities iof ian iitem ito iaccomplish iobjective iof ia ispecific iundertakings. i 

➢ Efficiency: iIt icharacterizes ihow iquick iclients iare irefined ivarious ierrands iand ihow iviably iclient 

ican iperform iassignment ito igauge ithe iexpenses. i 

➢ Memorability factor: iit icharacterizes ithe imemory icapacity iof iend iclient iwhen ithey do not ihave i 

iacclimated ito iworked iwith ia isimilar iinterface ifor ia imore iextended iperiod. i 

➢ Frequent Errors: End iusers icommit inumerous imistakes while iworking and coordinating iwith ithe 

icloud iadministration. iThis icredits icenters iaround ihow ifrequently iclient ican imake imistake iand 

iwould ithey ibe iable ito iadapt ito iissue ieffortlessly iand isolace. iThis itrait iis iconnected iwith ithe 

iwork ifor imistake irectification iwhich isignificantly iworry iof irecuperation ifrom iblunder iand 

iheartiness iof igadget. i 

➢ Satisfaction: iIt icharacterizes ihow iclient iis ifulfilled iin ithe iwake iof iworking and coordinating iwith 

ithe iCloud ibased iapplication with respective Environment iand ihow ithey iare iworried iabout ithe ihour 

iof iexecution. iFulfillment iis iestimated iby iinput iof iclient's idemeanor, idiscernments, iand isentiments. 

. 

Advantages iof iUsability iEvaluation i 

➢ Enhancing iHigher iLevel iof iUsage: iCloud iadministrations iwill inot i ibe difficult ito iutilize iand 

imeeting ithe iassumptions ifor itheir icustomers, iand ifledgling iclients ican iready ito iget ito ithe ihelp 

ioffered i[12]. i 
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➢ Lowering End iUser iSupport iCost: iUsable iadministrations iassist ithe iclient iwith ilooking ithrough 

ithe irequired isubstance iand iachieve ihis/her iobjectives iwith ithe icloud iapplication. The iinterface of 

icloud iapplication itasks imust ibe istraightforward iby ithe iend iclient irule out iassistance iof iouter 

iintercession, iwhich idecreases iclient isupport icost.  Exactness iis ikey iparts iof ithe isubstance. 

iExactness iwill idiminish ithe ilikelihood iof iclient's iwhine ito ithe ispecialist iorganization iabout ithe 

inature iof iadministration iassociated i. i 

➢ Impact ion iUsability factor i: iUsability iassessment ishould iimpact ieach iprogression iof iease iof iuse 

idesigning factor. i 

➢ Impact iof iUsability igeting iReturn ifrom iInvestment: I From ian iefficient iviewpoint, idistributed 

icomputing iadministration ipermits iclients iand isuppliers iadmittance ito iassets i iwith iself-

administration iway iand ipay-more ionly ias icosts iarise idesign. iEase iof iuse imethods ican idecrease 

icosts ilike iturn iof ievents, isupport icost, ipreparing icost, idocumentation iand iupkeep icosts, iwhich 

iby iimplication ilimit ithe iadvancement itime, iand ifurther idevelop iattractiveness i(Cheskin: i1999). 

Convenience imindful iassociations ikeep iup iwith ithe ithumb idecides ithat ithe imoney isaving 

iadvantage iproportion ifor ithe iease iof iuse iis i$1:$10-$100. iIn ithe ievent ithat ithey iburned ithrough 

ione idollar ifor icarrying iout iconvenience imethods, ithe iassociation iwill iget ian iadvantage 

ibetween$10 iand i$100.  Growing itop inotch icloud iapplications iimprove ithe ivalidity iof ithe 

iapplication ideals iwith ithe icloud iadministration iof idifferent iassociation iwith ifull ifulfillment iof 

ithe iclients iand icustomers i[12]. 

 

3.3. ICHALLENGES RELATED USABILITY 

 

Therei iare followings i ifew idifficulties ithat ifor which ithe imost ipart ithe iconvenience iregion ifaces: i 

➢ Scalability Factor: iScalability factor iis ione iof ithe common idifficulties iof iCloud iease iof iuse. iFor 

ia imodel iif iany iprogressions idone iby social site like iFace ibook i(a iperson ito iperson 

icommunication isite), iit iwill iimmediately iinfluence ienormous inumber iof iclients. iIn iany icase, 

ieight iyears iback ithat iinfluenced iless iclients. iSo iadaptability iis ione of iissue ito iease iof iuse iof 

idistributed icomputing i environment. i 

➢ Visual iDesign Plan: iVisual iplan iassumes ia isignificant ipart iof iutilization iand icorrespondence iwith 

iclient. iAt ithe ipoint iwhen iclient icovers itheir iexpenses ior ibuys ian iaircraft ireservation iticket, ineed 

istraightforward iapplication iand idon't ihave iany idesire ito ifocus ion ithe imechanics iof ideciphering 

ithe iapplication's iscreen. iClear iand isuccinct ivisual iplan ishould ifulfill ithe iclient. i 

➢ Interactivity: iOne iof ithe isignificant idifficulties ifor icloud ispecialist iorganization iis ithe iway ithe 

icloud iadministration iturns iout ito ibe imore iintelligent ito iclient. i 

➢ Dynamic Changing iApplication: iDynamic changing iApplication iis ia imost isignificant itest iin iease 

iof iuse. iArchitect ican iconfront igenuine iadverse iresult iin icase ichanges ican be idone ierroneously. 

iThe iissues iof ichanges ibasically iinfluence ithose iclients iwho iutilize i iit ias ioften ias ipossible. 

4. USABILITY OF CLOUD REQUIRMENT AND DESIGN PROCESS i 

  

iIn cloud environment, iconvenience iis ia ifundamental icondition. iThe ivaluable istrategy ifor iease iof iuse iis 

iclient itrying, iwhich iare italked iabout ihere i[9], i[12]. i 

From ithe ientry ilevel, ia ifew iclients iought ito ibe ichosen iand iafterward ieducate ithe iclients ito iperform 

iundertakings iin iexplicit icloud istage. iFinally, ievaluator isees iif iclient iaccomplishes ithe iwork ieffectively 

iready ito ido iand iwhere ithey ideal iwith iissue iwith ithe iUI. i 

Convenience iassumes ia icrucial ipart iin ievery iphase iof ithe iplan icycle iof imaking icloud. 

 iFollowing iadvances iare icaried out ifor ithe iplan iinteraction: i 
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Stage i1. iPrototyping ianother inecessity, ithe iplan iengineer ineed ito irecognize ithe iprerequisite iand ifulfillment 

ilevel iof iclient. i 

Stage i2. iTo iget igreater iquality iitem iat ilow icosts, iengineer imakes ian iexamination iwith icontenders' iplans 

iand igrows igreater iquality iitem idependent ion iclient inecessity. i 

Stage i3. iThen, iat ithat ipoint iEvaluator considered as end user ishould idirect ia ifield evaluation istudy ito inotice 

iclient's iconduct, itheir isolace iand ihardships. i 

Stage i4. iAt ithe end ievaluator ideliver ipaper imodels iof inew iplan ithoughts. i 

Stage i5. iEnd User iEvaluator iverify and refines ithe iplan ithoughts iwith ivarious icycles ito find the ibest 

ioutcome. i 

Stage i6. iAfter iexecution iof ithe aall iplan at the end; itest iwill ibe iled ito idecrease ithe iease iof iuse iissues. 

 

5. IMETHOD FOR USABILITY ASSESSMENT i 

 

The iessential istrides iof iappraisal iare i 

➢ This iwill ianticipate iif iconvenience iwill imeet ithe iobjective. i 

➢ This iwill iget icriticism ifrom iclient ito ifurther idevelop iplan iof iitem. i 

➢ This iwill isurvey ithe iobjectives ithat ihave ibeen icarried out. i 

 

5.1.  Focus Ion IInterest Iof IUsability IAssessment Method i 

Ease iof iuse iappraisal irelies iupon ithe icondition iof ithe iassessment iand ithe ievaluation ifocus ion ihow iit 

ifunctions iadmirably ion ivarious iangles. iWe iwill iexamine isome isignificant isituations iof iconvenience 

iappraisal i[10]. i 

 

5.1.1 IApplication's IInformation IContent. iEase iof iuse iappraisal iis iextraordinarily irelying ion ithe 

ienlightening isubstance. iEase iof iuse iappraisal iis icarried out ito iassess ithe irightness iof idata, iplanning iand 

various ifunctionalities irelated to ithe iframeworks. i 

 

5.1.2 User Interface Functionality. Usefulness iof ithe iUIF iis ia isignificant iproperty ianswerable ifor ithe iuse 

iof iintroducing iparts iof ithe iUIF irelationship.  This ielement iassists iclient iwith igetting ito ivarious idata 

icontent iby iperusing iand iexploring imeasurements. Client ican iready ito ilook,  select, irecover iand istore ithe 

idata iafter ieffective iroute. i 

 

5.1.3 Performance of Enduser. Client iexecution iis imost ifundamental iease iof iuse ievaluation iand ican ibe 

irecognized iby itwo iangles. Initial, ione iis  Effectiveness. i(Regardless iof iwhether ithe iclient igot ithe idata 

ieffectively ito igive ithe iright iyields); iand isecond iis ieffectiveness i(the ilength ithat iclient ican iaccomplish 

iresult ior iobjective). i 

 

5.1.4 Workload Distributed To End User. iThis ifactor irelies iupon ithe iattributes iand icharacteristics iof 

ierrand, iwhich icarried out iby ithe iclient. iThe iresult iof iundertakings idecides ithe iclient iexecution i.Userstress 

iis ia imajor ifactor iof iintellectual iburden iand iit irelies iupon iself icapacity ito iachive iand ito iadapt ito 

iexhaustion. i 
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5.1.5 Enduser Satisfaction. Client ifulfillment iis iviewed ias ian iimperative itrait iwhile iconsidering iconvenience 

iissues.  However ithe iframework iis iproficient, ior iproduces iyields isuccessfully iyet ithe iclient, iresponse ito 

ithe iframework iis igenerally isignificant.  Client inot ireally isettled iif ithe iframework iwill ibe iacknowledged 

ibeing iused. I  

 

5.1.6 Analysis of Cost/Benefit. Cost iand iadvantage iinvestigation icenters iaround iusefulness iof ithe iframework 

iso iclient ican iaccomplish ia ifulfillment ilevel ito iconvey ihis iwork iat isensible iexpense. 

 

5.2. Evaluation IProcess Iof IUsability i 

Convenience iis itaken ias iiterative itechniques ithat ifocus ion igenuine iclients iand ithe iassignment iperformed 

iby ithem.    Assortment iof istrategies iis  associated iwith iconvenience idesigning iand iappraisal. These istrategies 

iare idepicted ibeneath: i 

Behaviour iof iclient iand ierrand: iHere ithe ienduser iievaluator igoes ithrough iperception iperformed iby 

iclients iwhile iendeavoring iany iundertaking iin itheir iwork iienvironment iand iexamination iof itheir iwork 

imeasures ievaluator itracks idown itheir ipsychological ifulfillment ilevel i[10]. i 

Interviews iand ipolls: iA ibunch iof isurveys iare iready iprior ito ileading ia imeeting iwith iclients, iand ifrom 

iinput iof iclient ithe ireport iis iproduced idependent ion iclient iinclinations, iencounters iand itheir 

ireuirments.[10], i[8]. i 

Competitive iexamination iand iEvaluation: iEvaluation iof iease iof iuse icenters iaround ithe icomparable iitems 

ithat iare iaccessible ion ithe ilookout. iIn ithis imanner, iserious iinvestigation iis iperformed ibetween icomparative 

iitem ito igive ia ihelpful iconvenience istudy i[10], i[5]. i 

Paper iprototyping: iIn ithis iinteraction, iclients iare iincluded ito iplay iout ithe iundertaking iin ithe iunpleasant 

iand ihand iportrayed imodel, iprior ito istart iof ireal icoding. iContingent iupon itheir ipresentation, ithe igenuine 

iexecution iis idone i[10], i[5]. i 

Design iof iGuidelines: iThis iincorporates iset io istandard irules, iwhich imight ibe itrailed iby icreators ito 

iguarantee maintaining iconsistency iin iplan iof ithe iproduct iduring ithe iplan istage i[10]. i 

Usability itesting Method: iIn ithis imethod, iclient itests ian iitem iand igives icriticism ito ievaluator. iEnduser 

evaluator ibreaks idown itheir icriticism ito idiscover iissue iwith ithe igoal ithat irestorative imeasure ican ibe 

iconcidered ii[8]. 

 

6. IMETHODS IFOR IUSABILITY IEVALUATION i 

There iare ia ifew imethodologies iof iconvenience iassessment itechniques. iSome iof ithem iare iexamined 

ibeneath: i 

 

6.1. Approaches iof iAssessment iMethods for iUsability iEvaluation: i 

 

6.1.1 iHEURISTIC iEVALUATION. iEvaluator iand iundertaking imaster iassumes isignificant ipart iin iheuristic 

itechnique[8]. iIt itends ito ibe iconsidered ias ia iquick iinteraction iand ifinancially iplausible. iEndusers iinspect 

ithe iUIF iand idesign ian iexamination iconcentrate iwith iset iup iheuristic istrategies ito idecrease ithe iissue 

ilooked iby iclient. i 
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6.1.2 User IBased IEvaluation. iThis itechnique ifor ithe imost ipart icenters iaround ithe iinput iof iclient iin iplan 

istage. iThe iincomplete/fast imodels iare ineeded iin ithe iplan iperiod iof iease iof iuse iassessments iwhich iwill 

imake itotal ivariants iof ithe ibest iquality iitem. i 

 

6.1.3 Evaluation Iwith Respect Ito IDesign IPrincipal.Configuration istage ihas an iextraordinary icommitment 

iand ieffect ion iset iup iease iof iuse iassessment i.Collections iof irules iand iguidelines iare ifundamental ifor iplan 

imeasures iof iassessment iof iconvenience. i 

 

6.1.4 Evaluation Iwith Respect Ito IAssessment IModel. This iis a ihypothetical deign imodel ithat iindicates 

iman-machine iinterface iand iCognitive human icapacities iin iconvenience.  

 

7. METRICS FOR  CLOUD  USABILITY I  

There iare ia ifew imeasurements iwhich idepend ion ifactual iand icountable idata.Countable imeasurements ican 

ibe ideveloped ifrom icrude iinformation ithat iare igathered ifrom idifferent ilog, ivideo irecording, imeeting iand 

isurveys. iWe iwill italk iabout i10 imeasurements iwhich iare iutilized ifor iease iof iuse iassessment i[5],[8], i[6], 

i[17]. i 

Unstructured imeeting: iIn ithis istrategy iquestioner iisn't iworried iabout ithe iparticular iof iframeworks. They 

pose ithe iinquiry ito iclient ito igather idata idependent ion itheir iexperience. i 

Completion iRates: iCompletion irate ican ibe iconsidered ias ian iessential iease iof iuse imetric. iIt itends istill iup 

iin ithe iair ias idoor imetric itoo. iIt itends ito ibe iaddressed ias ia itwo fold imeasurement i(1 ican ibe iconsidered 

ias iSuccess iof iundertaking iand i0 iis itreated ias idisappointment iof iassignment.) i 

Usability iProblems: iIt iis iconsidered ias ia ivital imeasurement ifor iestimating iease iof iuse imovement. iThis 

icenters ithe iissue iwhich iis ifinished iby iclient iwhile iutilizing ithe icloud iadministration ior iweb 

iadministration. iIt iadditionally idepicts iseriousness ievaluations iof ithose iissues. i 

Task iTime: iIt iis ione iof ithe isignificant ikey imetric ithat ican ibe iutilized ito iquantify ithe ieffectiveness iand 

iefficiency iof icloud iand iweb iadministration. iAll iout itask itime icharacterizes iwhat iamount iof itime ia iclient 

irequires ito ido ia ijob. iAssignment itime iis ithe ilength ibetween ia iStart itask itimes iand iend itask itime. i 

Task iLevel iSatisfaction: iWhen iclient ifinishes ia ijob itheir iinput iis ifundamental ito idecide ithe ifulfillment 

iand itrouble ilevel iof ierrands. i 

Test iLevel iSatisfaction: iA imeeting iis ito ibe iled iwith iclients itoward ithe ifinish iof iconvenience itest iand 

ifrom ithe icriticism iof ithe iclient, ianalyzer idecide ithe isimplicity iof iease iof iuse. iFramework iUsability iScale 

i(SUS) iis ineeded ifor itesting iof iprogramming, iequipment iand igadgets i.SUS iis iinnovation iautonomous iand 

iis iextremely ibasic ithat igives iworldwide iperspective ion iabstract iappraisals iof iconvenience. 

Errors: iError imight ibe iexperienced iby iclient iby ifouling iup iactivity, iexclusion iand islip-ups iwhile iplaying 

iout ia itask. iDepiction iof imistake ialongside ieach ioccasion iis irecorded iwhich iis iuseful iin iUsability 

iInspection iissues. i 

Conversion: iConversion imetric iis iutilized ifor ithe iestimation iof ithe iadequacy iof ian iitem. iIt iis 

ifundamental imeasurement iutilized iin iweb ibased ibusiness. iEase iof iuse iof itransformation irates iis iutilized 

iin all iperiods iof ithe ibusiness iinteraction iby izeroing iin ion ithe iease iof iuse iissues, iblunders iand idecreases 

with itime. i 
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Single iUsability iMetric i(SUM): iThis imeasurement iis ithe iblend iof ifour iconvenience imeasurements 

iseparately itask ifulfillment irate, inormal inumber iof iblunders, inormal itime ion iundertaking iand ipost-task 

ifulfillment. iThis imeasurements iis isummation iof iproductivity, iadequacy iand ifulfillment. i 

Standard iUnits iof iMeasure i(SUoM) i imetric iis iespecially iutilized ifor icloud iassessment based on business 

requirement. iSpecialist iorganization iand isellers igive icloud imetric ithat iapplicable ito iit. 

To ideal iwith ithe icloud environment and iadministrations ifollowing imeasurements ineed ito ibe ifollowed  

i[18]. i 

Costing iof iCloud ilevel: iIt iportrays ithe implementing iof icost ifor icloud ibased on ithis iidentified iwith 

iincome iof ibusiness. i 

Cloud iCost idependent ion iApplication iviewpoints: iThe ifundamental ipoint iof ithis imeasurement ito iexpand 

ibusiness ibenefit ifor iminimal iprice. iCloud iCost iidentified iwith iper iTransaction iof ibusiness ifoundation. i 

Average iLoad iTime: iIt iis the time taken for ithe iheap itime ito itransfer ivideo iand ipicture i 

File iCRUD iTimes: iThe itime ineeded ito iRead, iCreate, iand iUpdate ior iDelete ia idocument iof predefined 

ifixed isize. i 

Database iCRUD iTimes: iIt iis iaverage itime ineeded ito iexecute ithe iorders ito imake, iread, irefresh ior ierase 

idocument ifrom iwanted icloud idata iset. i 

Average iand iPeak iCPU iUtilization: iIt iis ia ipivotal ilattices iwhich irelies iupon ihow imuch irate iCPU iis 

iregistered iin icloud iclimate iand ithe inumber iof iexample iis ipresently irunning. i 

Network-In: iThis imeasurements irecognizes inumber iof ibytes igot iin iall iorganization iUI iby ithe icase. 

 

CONCLUSION i 

Today  the  World  Wide  Web  acquire  colossal  prominence idue ito idifferent iadministrations igave ito ithe 

iclient iin ithe ifield iof idistributed icomputing iand iman iand Machine iinterface. Accordingly, iconvenience iturns 

iinto ian iimperative iproperty ifor iestimating iclient ifulfillment ilevel, iwhich imight iadditionally iwork ion ithe 

iexhibition iand iadequacy iof iprogramming iitem ijust ias iweb icloud. iEase iof iuse ican ibe iconsidered ias ia 

iquality ito iquantify ithe iinsight iof iCloud iwhile iplaying iout ithe iassignment ito iaccomplish ithe iclient's 

iobjective iand irequirements. iIn ithis ipaper iwe isum iup iease iof iuse iassessment iprocedures, iappraisal iand 

iissue iidentified iwith idistributed icomputing iadministrations. iThe iclients' ipresentation iin ithe icloud iclimate 

ican iwork ion ithe inature iof icloud iadministration, , That iprompts iexpansion iin iROI iand iclient ifulfillment 

ilevel.. 
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ABSTRACT  

 

Diabetes is a chronic condition with the potential to destabilize the global health-care system. Diabetes affects 382 

million people globally, according to the International Diabetes Federation. By 2035, this number will have risen to 

592 million. Diabetes is a condition that causes blood glucose levels to rise. Frequent urine, increased thirst, and 

increased appetite are all signs of high blood glucose. Blindness, renal failure, amputations, heart failure, and 

stroke are just a few of the diabetic complications. Our bodies convert food into sugars, or glucose, when we eat it. 

Machine learning is a relatively young branch of data science that studies how computers learn from their past 

experiences. The goal of this project is to use a mix of machine learning approaches to build a system that can 

identify diabetes in a patient earlier and more accurately. Support Vector Machine, Logistic Regression, Random 

Forest, and K-Nearest Neighbor are four supervised machine learning algorithms used in this work to predict 

diabetes. The accuracy of the model is calculated using each algorithm. After that, the model with the highest 

accuracy for predicting diabetes is chosen. A comparison analysis is proposed in this work for properly predicting 

diabetes mellitus. This study also attempts to provide a more effective method for detecting diabetes illness. 

Keywords: K Nearest Neighbor, Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machine, Random Forest, ROC. 

 

1   INTRODUCTION 

This article requires certain precise actions related to diabetes control and prevention. Previously, statistics showed 

that one out of every 10 people in the United States had diabetes. Regardless, it is expected that by 2045, it will be 

able to assist one out of every three people. This is a real problem that has to be addressed. When the blood glucose 

concentration rises to dangerously high levels, diabetes becomes a chronic condition. This is a major cause of 

various problems and illnesses, such as renal disease and heart disease. Diabetic predisposition is also caused by a 

variety of bad food habits and a lack of proper bodily routines. The World Health Organization (WHO) has said that 

the total number of people living with diabetes has skyrocketed in recent years. Managing multiple diabetic datasets 

is required to enhance the present rate of diabetes patients and reduce it to an absolutely inconsequential level by 

focusing on reducing it on a large scale. Certain approval techniques are also incorporated to operate with the 

diabetes forecast project's pure precision. 

Diabetes is a rapidly spreading disease that affects individuals of all ages, including children. To understand diabetes 

and how it develops, we must first understand what happens in the body without diabetes. Carbohydrate meals are 

mailto:raghunathrout78%7d@gmail.com
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our body's primary source of energy. Bread, cereal, pasta, rice, fruit, dairy products, and vegetables are all 

carbohydrate foods (especially starchy vegetables). When we ingest these nutrients, it is then converted to glucose 

by our body. The glucose then travel through the bloodstream in our body. Few glucose particle is also transported 

to our brain, that helps us and giving us the ability for operate and thinking properly. The rest of the glucose particle 

then sent to the body's cells for energy. The remaining are sent to liver for latter use of energy. Insulin is necessary 

for the body to utilize glucose for energy. Insulin is a hormone that is generated in the pancreas by beta cells. Insulin 

works in a similar way as a key in a lock. Insulin attaches to cell doors and opens them, allowing glucose to flow 

from the circulation into the cell through the cell door. When the pancreas is unable to create enough insulin or the 

body is unable to use the insulin it does make (insulin resistance), glucose builds up in the bloodstream, causing 

hyperglycemia and diabetes. The presence of excessive quantities of sugar (glucose) in the blood and urine is a 

symptom of diabetes mellitus. 

1.1 Type of Diabetes with Symptoms 

The diabetes mellitus can be categories to following three types [1]: 

• Type-1 diabetes is defined by the pancreas producing less insulin than the body requires, a condition known 

as "insulin-subordinate diabetes mellitus" (ISDM). Type-1 diabetics require supplemental insulin to 

compensate for the pancreas' decreased insulin production. 

• Type-2 diabetes is defined as insulin resistive body, which occurs when the body’s cells react to the insulin 

differently than they would ordinarily. "Adult starting diabetes" or "non-insulin subordinate diabetes 

mellitus" (NISDM) are other terms for this condition. This kind of diabetes is more common in those with a 

high BMI or who have a sedentary lifestyle. 

• During the time of pregnancy, the third type of diabetes called Gestational diabetes may develop. 

A typical human's sugar levels may vary from range 70 to 99 milligrams per deciliter. A person is classified as 

diabetes when her or his fasting glucose level reached to 126 mg/dL. In medical point of view, someone having a 

glucose level of 100 to 125 mg/dL may be considered as pre-diabetic [2]. In such an individual, type 2 diabetes is 

more prone to develop. GDM (gestational diabetes mellitus) is a kind of diabetes that develops during pregnancy 

that is not clearly evident diabetes during 2nd and 3rd trimester of pregnancy. Diabetic may be caused by other 

factors, such as monogenic diabetes syndromes, exocrine pancreas diseases. 

Symptoms: The symptoms for diabetes may vary depending on blood glucose level. Some people, particularly those 

with type-2 diabetes or prediabetes, may not show any signs at all. Symptoms of type-1 diabetes appear more 

quickly and are more severe. Some of the signs and symptoms of type 1 and type 2 diabetes are as follows: 

• Urination on a regular basis 

• An increase in thirst 

• Tired/Sleepiness 

• Loss of weight 
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• Distorted eyesight 

• Emotional ups and downs 

• Perplexity and inability to concentrate 

• Infections are common 

Diabetes has a number of causes: Genetic factors account for the majority of diabetes cases. At least two faulty 

genes on chromosome, the chromosome that controls the body's antigen response, are to blame. The development of 

type 1 and type 2 diabetes has been related to viral infection. Rubella, Coxsackievirus, mumps, hepatitis B virus, and 

CMV infection have all been related to an increased risk of diabetes. 

 

2 LITERATURE SURVEY 

This section looks at a few works that are linked in some way. Numerous scientific research have utilised the Pima 

Indians Dataset for Diabetes (PIDD) to predict diabetes. Weka and machine learning approaches were used in [3]. 

Data mining, Machine learning, neural network, and hybrid techniques are among the methodologies used by 

researchers. 

Swapna et al. in [4] used electrocardiogram (ECG) data to detect diabetes using deep learning algorithms. They 

retrieved features using a convolution neural network (CNN) then support vector machine algorithm is used to 

extract the features. Finally, they determined that the accuracy rate was 95.7 percent. In this healthcare area, a 

variety of computing approaches were utilized. The application of several machine learning algorithms for 

predicting diabetes mellitus is the subject of this literature review. We extract information from the provided 

medical data in order to achieve flawless accuracy. Md. Faisal Faruque et al. [5] used the random forest method to 

create a predictive analytic model. Jyotismita Chaki et al. [6] utilized 10 fold cross validation as an assessment 

technique for three distinct algorithms: decision tree, naive bayes, and SVM, with naive bayes outperforming the 

other algorithms by 75 percent. 

To forecast diabetes mellitus in its early stages, Choi, B.G et al.[7] utilized random forest, KNN, nave bayes, SVM, 

and decision tree. We are now using machine learning algorithms and statistical data in the healthcare area to 

comprehend the sick data that has been discovered. Because the machine learning area encompasses a wide range of 

approaches and studies, it's difficult to establish a comparison based on which algorithm is faster at producing 

prediction results. The algorithm's categorization was not tested using the cross validation approach. Different data 

mining approaches were utilised to predict and assess diabetic mellitus. We used real-world data sets by gathering 

information from the supplied datasets since we employed three data mining approaches. 

K.VijiyaKumar et al. [8] presented the Random Forest method using machine learning techniques. The suggested 

model produces the best diabetic prediction results, demonstrating quickly predicting diabetes mellitus.  

Predicting diabetes onset: an ensemble supervised learning technique was reported by Nonso Nnamoko et al. [9]. 

For the ensembles, five commonly used classifiers are utilised, and their outputs are aggregated using a meta-
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classifier. The findings are reported and compared to other research in the literature that used the same dataset. It is 

demonstrated that diabetes onset prediction can be done more accurately utilising the proposed technique. 

Diabetes Prediction Using Machine Learning Techniques, given by Tejas N. Joshi et al. [10], seeks to predict 

diabetes using three distinct supervised machine learning methods: SVM, Logistic regression, and ANN. This study 

provides an excellent method for detecting diabetes illness sooner. Sisodia, D et al. [11] proposed employing data 

mining to build an Intelligent Diabetic Disease Prediction System that provides analysis of diabetes malady using a 

database of diabetes patients. In this approach, they suggest using Bayesian and KNN (K-Nearest Neighbor) 

algorithms to a diabetes patient database and analysing it using multiple diabetes characteristics to forecast diabetes 

illness. 

Muhammad Azeem Sarwar et al. [12] used four different machine learning algorithms indicating which algorithm is 

best algorithm for diabetes prediction. Researchers are interested in diabetes prediction in order to train a software to 

determine if a patient is diabetic or not by using a suitable classifier on a dataset. The categorization procedure, 

according to prior studies, has not much improved. As Diabetes Prediction is an important topic in computers, a 

system is necessary to tackle the difficulties highlighted based on past research. 

We examined actual diagnostic medical data based on numerous risk variables in order to classify machine learning 

techniques and forecast diabetes mellitus in this study. 

3 VARIOUS MACHINE LEARNING APPROACHES 

To predict diabetes, we employ a variety of classification methods. This is a crucial characteristic that plays a big 

part in prediction.  The methods are as follows: 

Logistic Regression: In 1958, statistician DR Cox invented logistic regression, which predates the area of machine 

learning. It's a type of supervised machine learning approach used in classification tasks (for predictions based on 

training data). Logistic Regression employs the same equation as Linear Regression, however the result is a 

categorical variable in logistic regression, whereas it is a value in other regression models. The independent 

variables can be used to predict binary outcomes. The Logistic regression model is a form of machine learning 

classification model that has the binary valueslike 0 or 1, -1 or 1, true or false as dependent variable and  the 

independent variable like interval, ordinal, binominal or ratio-level[13]. The logistic/sigmoid equation function is as 

follows 

 

  𝑦 =
1

1+𝑒−𝑥               (1)  
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K nearest neighbor: Both classification and regression issues may be solved using the K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) 

technique [14]. However, in the industry, it is more commonly utilised in classification issues. KNN is a 

straightforward computation that stores all existing examples and ranks new ones based on the votes of its k 

neighbours. To place the case in the class with the most people among its K nearest neighbours, a distance work is 

used. The Manhattan, Hamming, Euclidean, and Makowski distances are among the distance capabilities. The first 3 

nos. of features are used for indefinite functions, whereas the 4th one is used for absolute variables. If K = 1, the 

case is essentially assigned to the class of the next-closest neighbour. Selecting K for KNN modelling might be 

challenging at times. Its main benefit is the ease with which it may be translated and the little amount of time it takes 

to compute 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) Classifier: SVM is a supervised machine learning method that excels in pattern 

identification and is used as a training process for deducing classification and regression rules from data. When the 

number of characteristics and instances is large, SVM is the most exact method. The SVM algorithm creates a 

binary classifier. In an SVM model, each data item is represented as a point in an n-dimensional space, with n being 

the number of features, and each feature as the value of a coordinate in the n-dimensional space. The basic objective 

of SVM is to use an appropriate hyper plane to categorize data points in a multidimensional space. A hyper plane is 

considered as a boundary of classification for data points. The hyper plane classifies the data points with the biggest 

gap between the classes and the hyper plane. In this technique, each data item in n-dimensional space is represented 

as a point, with the value of each feature matching to the value of a certain coordinate. Because the two closest 

focuses are the furthest distant from the line in figure 1, the dark line divides the data into two different organized 

groupings. Our classifier is represented by this line. Based on falling of testing data on both side of the line, the new 

data be able to categorized into one of two categories. 

 

Fig. 1. Support Vector Machine 

Random Forest (RF): The RF is made up of several separate decision trees that operate together as an ensemble, as 

the name indicates. For each tree, the RF predicts a class, and the classes with the majority of votes become our 

model's prediction report. Random Forest is another frequently used supervised machine learning technique. This 
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method works well for both regression and classification issues, although it excels at the latter. As the name 

indicates, the Random Forest technique analyses many decision trees before providing an output. As a consequence, 

it's a decision tree collection. This technique is based on the assumption that if additional trees were present, they 

would all reach the same conclusion. For classification, it utilizes a voting technique and then selects the class, but 

for regression, it takes the mean of all decision tree outputs. It works well with large datasets with several 

dimensions. 

4   METHODOLOGY 

This section will cover the various classifiers used in machine learning to predict diabetes. We'll also go through our 

recommended technique for increasing accuracy. In this article, five alternative techniques were employed. The 

many methods utilized are listed below. The accuracy measurements of the machine learning models are the output. 

The model may then be utilized to make predictions. 

4.1   Dataset Description 

The diabetes data set is downloaded from Kaggle repository[15]. A diabetes dataset of 2000 cases were used. The 

diabetes dataset of Pima Indians was used to test the techniques. The goal is to determine whether or not the patient 

is diabetic based on the measurements. Parameters used in Pima datasets are; 1) Age 2) Glucose 3)   BloodPressure 

4)  BMI 5) Insulin  6) SkinThickness  7) DiabetesPedigreeFunction 8 ) Pregnancies 9) Outcome. Figure 2 depicts 

description matrix of  Pima Indian dataset and figure 3 depics hit map of the correlation matrix of the same. 

 

Fig.2. Screen shot of description of matrices of Pima dataset 
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Fig.3. Hit map of correlation matrix for the dataset 

4.2   Implementation and Design  

The study's implementation was done with Google Colab, and the coding was done with the python programming 

language. The Pima dataset and the gathered dataset were used to forecast availability of diabetes using various 

machine learning approaches such as SVM ,  k-nearest neighbour, RF and LR classifications. After collection of 

dataset, the missing values are checked as in table 1. After then, each classifier's predictions are compared to one 

another. The procedures to implement the machine learning algorithm are illustrated in Figure 4. 

The data set used to predict diabetes is shown in Figure 2. The diabetes parameters serve as the variable which is 

dependent, whereas the other factors served as independent ones. For the dependent diabetes features only two 

values are accepted, with a “zero” indicating No diabetes and a “One” signifying availability of diabetes. The whole 

sample is divided into two groups, with a ratio of  70:30 for the training and testing dataset. All four methods of 

classification, i.e. were used for prediction. The training data was then used to predict the test set outcomes using 

SVM ,  k-nearest neighbour, RF and LR classifications, resulting in the confusion matrix given in Table 2 
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Fig.4. Flow graph for the proposed work 

Table 1. Finding missing values in dataset 

    Properties  Missing Values 

 

Pregnancies                   0 

Glucose                       0 

BloodPressure                0 

SkinThickness                 0 

Insulin                        0 

BMI                            0 

DiabetesPedigreeFunction      0 

Age                            0 

Outcome                       0 
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Table 2. Matrix of Confusion for different classification methods 

 Logistic 

Regression 

K Nearest  

Neighbour 

Support 

Vector 

Machine 

Random 

Forest 

Pima Dataset [[149  11] 

[ 31  40] ]  

[[141  19] 

[ 28  43] ] 

[[142   8] 

[ 46  35]] 

[[131  1] 

[ 2  97] ] 

 

The measure provided in equation 2-8 may be computed using the obtained confusion matrices. True Negative (TN), 

False Negative (FN), True Positive (TP),   and False Positive (FP) were the results of these matrices (TP). Because 

there are more non-diabetic cases than diabetic cases in both datasets, the TN is greater than the TP. As a 

consequence, all of the techniques provide positive results. The following measurements have been calculated using 

the following formulae in order to determine the precise accuracy of each method: 

Precision =  
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃
       (2) 

 

Sensitivity =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁
       (3) 

 

Specificity = 
𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃
       (4) 

 

MCC=
(𝑇𝑃∗𝑇𝑁)−(𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁)

√(𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃)(𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁)(𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃)(𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑁)
     (5) 

 

ErrorRate=
𝐹𝑁 +𝐹𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑁+𝐹𝑃
       (6) 

 

F-Measure= 
2∗(𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛∗𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦)

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛  +𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦
      (7) 

 

Accuracy = 
𝑇𝑁 +𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑁+𝐹𝑃
       (8) 
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Table 3. Comparison of Statistical measurement for various classification techniques 

 

 

Logistic 

Regression 

K Nearest 

Neighbour 

Support 

Vector 

Machine 

Random Forest 

Accuracy 0.872 0.739 0.888 0.984 

Error 0.127 0.261 0.112 0.016 

Sensitivity 0.923 0.778 0.898 0.987 

Specificity 0.764 0.702 0.816 0.916 

Precision 0.885 0.816 0.933 0.991 

F-Measure 0.903 0.797 0.915 0.989 

MCC 0.732 0.503 0.764 0.963 

Kappa 0.727 0.516 0.713 0.922 

AUC 0.908 0.916 0.893 1 

 

Another finding as per table 3 is that the accuracy level of all the techniques is higher on our collected dataset than 

on the used PIMA dataset, owing to the former's  
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Fig.5.  ROC Curve with AUC for PIMA dataset 

 

 

Fig.6.  ROC Curve with AUC for PIMA dataset 

greater number of variables relevant to assessing diabetes risk. The Random Forest classifier outperforms all others 

in terms of accuracy (98.4%), sensitivity, specificity, precision, and F-measure, proving that it is the best technique 

for our dataset. Furthermore, in the case of random forest, the AUC value is 1, indicating that this model performs 

exceptionally well in classification. Figure 5 Depicts the clear graph for the ROC curve and AUC the PIMA datasets 

and figure 6 depicts the Accuracy graph for the dataset. A comparison graph is presented in figure 7 that clearly 

compare all the available algorithms. Here it indicates that in the cases the RF classifier gives the highest result with 

value 1. 
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The cross validation process was also used to assess the efficacy of various models. A subset of the data is set aside 

for cross validation, and the remaining data is used to train it. And the procedure is repeated for each segment of 

data. The size of the pieces is determined by the value of k. Here for validation point of view 10-fold cross 

validation was used, which means the data was split into ten parts. Cross validation has the greatest accuracy for 

random forest. Random forest has a Kappa statistic of better than 0.9, indicating that it is outstanding. 

 

 

Fig.7.  Comparison of different classification approaches 

 

CONCLUSION 

One of the most pressing worldwide health concerns is detecting diabetes risk at an early stage. Here in our research 

that aims to build up a system for predicting the risk of diabetes mellitus. Four machine learning techniques for 

classification algorithms were used in this work, and the results were compared to several statistical metrics. The 

above said four algorithms were used on the PIMA database. The accuracy level of RF classification in our dataset 

is 98.4 percent, which is the greatest among the others, according to the testing results. All of the models generated 

good results for various parameters like as accuracy, recall sensitivity, and so on, using four different machine 

learning methods. This result can be used to forecast any other illness in the future. This study is currently 

researching and improving on various machine learning approaches to forecast diabetes or any other condition. 
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ABSTRACT 

The abstract Localization of node in wireless sensor network (WSN) plays a crucial role in establishing 

productive communication among varied devices connected within the field of communication and 

networking. The localization accuracy of wireless sensor network will be reduced because of the existence of 

the line of sight (LOS) in real environment. This analysis paper is targeted on the LOS node localization 

drawback for WSN. During this work, we tend to employ the PSO and JAYA optimization algorithm for 

estimating the overall location of the node that has been targeted. The experiment result's aimed to mitigate 

the localization drawback, wherever information concerning the node locations is inaccessible. With the 

assistance of the accessible signal strength indication (RSSI) received, the model can estimate placement of 

the sensor node. Here, the experimental result clearly shows that JAYA optimization algorithm has quicker 

convergence property than the PSO algorithm. 

Keywords: WSN, JAYA, PSO, LOS, RSSI, Localization 

1   INTRODUCTION 

In the rapid technological advances enabled the event of low power, low priced sensing devices with 

multifunctional. Sensing devices nodes are autonomous with sensing integration, communication along with 

processing capabilities. Sensing node is associate degree device that does investigate environmental conditions like 

sound, chemicals, temperature, or the presence of objects. The pictured applications of those wireless sensor 

networks vary widely: ecological home ground watching, structure health watching, environmental watching, 

process management and object chase, among others. Wireless device networks are basically meant to supply data 

concerning the space-time characteristics of discovered world physically. Consequently, it's required to associate 

detected knowledge besides locations, creating geographically knowledge important. Variety of wide applications 

like object tracking, environmental condition monitoring, inherently place confidence in location data. Besides, 

location data additionally supports services of basic network layer, topology management, routing, and 

agglomeration. Consequently, localization is a mechanism for autonomously discovering and spatial relationships 

among sensors nodes establishing, is of nice importance in the evolution of wireless sensor networks [1, 2]. 
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Here, we have a tendency to analysis the prevailing localization viewpoint from the two conditions: 

measurement physically and therefore the network wide localization. In general, all localization algorithms 

encompass alike two stages in an exceedingly method that first perform measurement physically to assemble 

knowledge, so do localization supported such knowledge. Here physical activity suggests that how for getting 

geometric relations physically in native plan, like investigation of nearest nodes and move the angle or segment 

distance [3, 4]. Aside from decisive the placement of one undetermined node given variety of near references, a 

wide drawback is the localization of network, wherever an oversized variety of unspecified nodes got localization 

in an exceedingly network along with number of relating nodes. The algorithms planning for network localization 

rely significantly on handiness of the resources and therefore the accuracy requirement. Variety of approaches for 

localization is planned supported various principles of positioning; constrains of environmental, accuracy 

necessities, and the like, creating them suitable or unsuitable for various utilization. We have a tendency to describe 

and compare the benefits and drawbacks of present approaches for localization problem. Generally, algorithms for 

localization rely extremely on a range of things like application wants and obtainable measurements physically. No 

particular algorithmic program may be a clear favorite across the spectrum [5, 6]. 

This analysis research work is arranged as follows. The planned algorithms and experimental results with 

comparison are represented in section II and Section III respectively. At last, Section IV contains conclusions with 

discussions. 

2   PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

2.1   Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) Algorithm 

PSO technique optimizes a problem by recurrently making an attempt to enhance a solution of candidate with 

relation to the standard measurement. The problem solution of having a population of candidate solutions, here 

dubbed particles are moving around inside the search space in line with straight forward over the particle’s speed 

and position [7, 8]. Movements of every particle are influenced by the native greatest illustrious position. 

Additionally radio-controlled toward the most effective illustrious location within space provided in searching, that 

square measure upgrade as higher location square measure discovered by alternative particles. That is often 

anticipated to maneuver swarm towards most effective solutions. The optimization algorithm is metaheuristic 

because this makes hardly any or no assumptions regarding the matter remain optimized that might inspect terribly 

massive areas of solutions by the candidate. Though, metaheuristics like PSO don't surely associate degree best 

answer to be found ever [9, 10].This algorithm doesn't apply gradient of matter to be optimized, that suggests PSO 

doesn't need this problem of optimization being differentiable as it needed by classic improvement ways like 

gradient descent and quasi-newton techniques. 

The PSO algorithm is given in the Table.1, where, the weight parameters w, rp, rg, c1 and c2 are within the scope 

0 to 1. p and d  are the population and dimension respectively. 
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2.2   Improved Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm 

Here, improvement is done by the range based localization distributed algorithmic rule for WSN. Variations in 

the middle of general PSO approach and improved approach are mirrored at intervals in subsequent four sub-

sections. 

2.2.1   Outline of Surrounding Box Methodology 

The general algorithmic rule utilizes a group of possible answers inside the searching space, called the particles 

of swarm with initial locations randomly. Here, reduction is done initially in the search space utilizing a 

surrounding    box methodology [11].The concept of surrounding box methodology is narrated in the Fig.1. 

 Table 1.  General PSO Algorithm  

 

 

 

2.2.2   Flip Ambiguity Development 

The flip ambiguity development is shown in Fig.2.The principles [12] are utilized together to forestall the 

prevalence of the flip ambiguity development. Once the node targeted is judged near collinear, the node targeted 

will not be localized throughout this repetition process [14]. During the repetition process, the node targeted will be 

a many more references and have localized till the recently references are to be judged and not near collinear. 
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Fig. 1. Mapping of surrounding box methodology  

 

 

Fig. 2. Flip ambiguity Development 

2.2.3   Refinement Part to Correct the Error  

Refinement part is required to re-localize the nodes that have the problem of flip ambiguity. During refinement 

part, the localized nodes drops into the inexact neighborhood, additional term is join together along with the 

objective function so as to establish additional cost to replacement estimation [10]. 

2.2.4   Localize the Target Nodes  

The nodes that have been targeted must full fill minimum three non near-collinear references and have two 

references or three near- collinear references [11].  
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2.3   Improved Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm 

A simple and powerful technique, that gaining attention because of its simplicity and robustness is that the 

Jaya algorithm. During this algorithm, this solution continuously tries to maneuver towards the best solution 

with no further recursive hyper- parameters. By assuming, f (x) to the function targeted that has to be minimized 

or maximized at every iteration i. So, this algorithm continuously tries to to success nearly i.e. moving towards 

best solution. So, this algorithm represent as Jaya.  

The JAYA Algorithm is given within the Table.2, where, Ub and Lb are represents the upper and lower 

bounds respectively. Population P designates the solutions amounts calculated at every recursion. Pbest is the 

present best solution and Gbest is the globally best solution. Pbest and Pworst are the present best and worst 

sequence respectively. r1 and r2 are two distributed uniformly variables varied between 0 and 1. 

 

3   EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The performance analysis of the algorithms proposed is conducted using MATLAB software. The target 

node, N = 100 randomly positioned in the sensor field within 100 X 100 square units. The PSO and JAYA 

algorithm parameters are randomly chosen to ; population = 50, iterations = 50 and 100, acceleration 

constants; ci = c2 = 2.0; wmax = 0.8, wmin = 0.1. The error is calculated and repeated for every node in the 

WSN system for a single node. The computational error is calculated as a mean of all the errors. For 50 and 

100 iterations both the PSO and JAYA is simulated and their computational times are reported. For an 

arbitrary run, the mean of the  Pbest and Gbest over 50 iteration are also presented as an proof of reduction in 

the objective function. 

Table-2. JAYA Optimization Algorithm 

 

The objective function for a 100 X 100 area is presented in the Fig.3. By both the PSO and JAYA 

approach the objective is evaluated for 50 run and further results are analysed. The Fig.4 and 5 represents the 

Gbest and mean-Pbest outcomes respectively. These figures are obtained from an arbitrary run for 50 iteration 

one for PSO and other for JAYA algorithm. From the figure it is clear that the minimum objective is 

reached by both of the approaches, but the JAYA is much faster in convergence. Also the randomness of the 

Pbest results are also minimized in case of JAYA optimization approach. 
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                                           Fig.3. Objective function 

 
 

Fig.4.Gbest and mean-Pbest 

outcomes of PSO  

Fig.5.Gbest and mean-Pbest outcomes 

of JAYA 

 

 

 

Fig.6. Elapsed time Comparison Fig.7.Mean Estimated localization error 
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The above process is repeated for 50 and 100 unknown nodes and the total elapsed time is shown in the Fig.5 

for both the PSO and JAYA approach. It is clear that for 50 iteration both the approaches have minimal time 

as compared to 100 iteration. While, the JAYA consumes higher time as compared to the PSO approach in 

both the cases. 

For 50 and 100 unknown nodes, the mean estimated localization error comparison is shown in the Fig.7. 

The error minimization takes place for 100 iteration, as compared to 50 iteration. While, the JAYA have 

minimal error as compared to the PSO approach. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Node localization for wireless sensor network is a highly nonlinear optimization problem. So, this requires the 

heuristic optimization approaches to solve the above said problem. In the present context the PSO and JAYA 

algorithm are fully exploited and the results are presented. The experiment result's aimed to mitigate the 

localization drawback, wherever information concerning the node locations is inaccessible. With the assistance of 

the accessible RSSI, developed model can estimate placement of sensor node. Here, the experimental results 

clearly show that JAYA has quicker convergence property than the PSO algorithm. 
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ABSTRACT 

The present paper deals with the vibration study of a fractured simply supported beam using Finite Element Method 

(FEM). The existence of structural defects has a great deal of attention towards analysis and necessary steps needed 

to take in order to avoid the catastrophic failure. The present article put forth the mathematical modelling of such 

beams with s and corresponding analysis. The finite element procedures have been incorporated to find out the 

responses. Two nodes per element with four degrees of freedom have been considered to carry out the analysis. The 

Hamilton’s principle has been used to find out the mass and stiffness matrices. Timoshenko beam formulation has 

been used so as to ensure the detailed analysis with the inclusion of rotary inertia and shear deformation of the 

beam. Structural damping is also used in the formulation for the vibration analysis. The detailed mathematical 

formulation has been carried out in MATLAB environment and the responses have been found by proper validation 

of the developed code.  

Keywords: Timoshenko beam, Transverse fracture, Amplitude Variation, MATLAB 

1  INTRODUCTION 

It has been observed from the last few decades, widespread research carried out to examine the faults in 

assemblies. It has been a well observation that most assembled members undergoes failure due to the existence of 

fractures. The performance and conclusion of fracture on the structural elements has been the key attention for many 

researchers. The development of local flexibility due to occurrence of fracture in a structural member whose 

orientation depends on the no of degrees of freedom [1].In order to solve the differential equation by analytical 

method, the local flexibility term is appropriate for the investigation of fractured beam [2]. Further it has a great deal 

of importance for semi-analytical method when both Fourier and mechanical impedance method used [3]. Using 

direct pertubative procedures, the natural frequencies can be obtained for a fractured Timoshenko beams[4]. The 

free and forced response measurements due to Fracture localization and sizing in a beam has been discussed [5].The 

Presence of fracture and its analysis using both beam formulation has been studied[6]. In their work the modelling of 

beamin both formulations have been studied to estimate the influence of fracture size and location on vibrational 

frequencies of fractured beam. The first four natural frequency of the fractured structure have been studied [7]. 

Armon's Rank-ordering method have been used for approximate the fracture location and finding out the above four 

natural frequencies. The experimental investigation have been carried out for fractures and damages on the 
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structures[8]. The fractured cantilever beam has been analysed by finite element procedure. The relationship 

between the modal vibration  frequencies with fracture depth and fracture location has been studied [9].The fracture 

with different location and orientation has been studied. The analysis reveals a relationship between fracture depth 

and modal vibration frequency. Instead of local flexibility, Overall flexibility matrix has been studied for the 

transverse fractured beam [10].It has been concluded that the overall additional flexibility matrix shows very good 

result in comparison with the local flexibility matrix. Even though several works have been commenced still some 

research need to focus on this fractured beam. The paper deals with the finite element formulation of the transverse 

fracture in a simply supported beam. The mathematical formulation has been carried out in the subsequent section. 

2  NUMERICAL FORMULATION 

The mathematical formulation consists of modelling of unfractured and fractured beam with different fracture 

location using finite element method. 

2.1  Modelling of unfractured beam  

The prismatic simply supported beam element is shown in Fig 1. The beam element has uniform modulus of 

elasticity, mass moment of inertia and mass density. 

 

Fig 1 A simply supported homogeneous unfractured beam. 

The displacement in the x, y and z directions taking into consideration of finite element formulation as 
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Where the longitudinal displacement ism,the lateral displacement isnand transverse displacement iso. The rotation of 

the desired cross-section isθ. Theshear is β which has no contribution during finding out the axial displacement at a 

point at a distance w from the centre line. The governing equation of motion can be obtained by using Hamilton’s 

principle.The principle is based on the concept of strain energy where the total strain energy is obtained by 

considering both kinetic energy and the work done of the systemas 
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( ) 0
2

1

= −−=
t

t
externalKT dtWEE   (2) 

Here ET,EK and Wexternal is the total strain energy, kinetic energy and external work done of the given system and t is 

the time dependent parameter. After putting the values of the said time bound parameter the governing beam 

equation can be found. Let q be the displacement which is approximated by a cubic polynomial as  

3
4

2
321 ucucuccq +++=  (3) 

Where x is the distance from the fixed end of the beam and c1,c2,c3,c4are the constant terms. These terms can be 

found by considering the boundary conditions of the beam. After solving the equation the mass matrix of the regular 

beam element has been found as  
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The mass matrix is obtained by considering both translational mass and the rotational mass.Similarly, the stiffness 

matrix of the beam element is found by considering bending stiffness and the shear stiffness that obtained as  
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Where  qN &  N are the terms used for shape functions for displacement and rotation taking into consideration of 

the shear deformation (ϕ) of the beam. The shear deformation is presented as  
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Substituting the shape function values  qN &  N
,
 the stiffness matrix of the proposed beam element can be found.  

2.2  Modelling of a transverse fractured beam  

 

Fig 2 Modelling of Simply Supported beam with transverse fracture at any position along the beam length. 
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The modelling of Simply Supported beam with circular cross-section has been put forth in this section. The diameter 

of the circular section is D with a single transverse fracturehaving constant depth aas shown in Fig 2.The fracture is 

assumed to be at a distance of Xcfrom one end of the beam. The beam is divided into elements with length ‘Le’. 

22 aRab −=  

22 44 xRh −=  

( )





 −−−= aRxR 2244
2

1 22  

(7) 

The fractured beam element has been modelled by assuming both  force and moment applied at each node of the 

element. The consequent displacements are denoted as v and θ. Let Lc denote the distance offracture locationand 

other end of the proposed beam. The term a denotes the relative fracture depth. The beam element has flexural 

rigidity EI.By considering the finite element co-ordinate system, the correlation between the displacement and the 

forces can be expressed as 
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The unfractured Timoshenko beam element with flexibility matrix as 
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The total flexibility matrix of the fractured Timoshenko beam element can be obtained as 

actovltotal YYY int+=  (10) 

Considering the total flexibility matrix along with transformation matrix, the stiffness matrix of the fractured 

element can be obtained as  

T
totalc TTYK

1−
=  (11) 

Where transformation matrix is represented as T 
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3  RESULT OF THE MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION  

The Timoshenko Simply Supported beam with a transverse open fracture has been considered for 

numerical analysis. The geometric and physical parameters of the beam are L=0.985m, D=1.8cm, E=206Gpa, 

ρ=7850Kg/m3&µ=0.3.The beam length is divided into y no of finite elements. From the convergence report it has 

been found if the beam will be divided into 27 no of elements it predict a very good result. Hence for further 

analysis 27 no of elements has been considered. The natural frequencies for the unfractured and fractured 

Timoshenko beam with different relative fracture depths have been compared and presented. 

The analysis has been conducted in MATLAB environment. The developed code has been validated with 

the existing result shown in Table 2. From the table it has been observed that the results so obtained from the 

developed code well suited to the existing one. The variation of first three natural frequencies with relative fracture 

depths of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 and relative position of 0.2, 0.5, 0.6 and 0.8 of the proposed Timoshenko simply 

supported beam has been presented in  

Table 3. 

Table 6.From the table it has been found that for a given relative fracture position, as the relative fracture 

depth increases the frequency decreases for all modes of vibration. 

Table 2 Validation of vibrational frequencies for unfractured Timoshenko beam. 

 

Similarly, as the relative position changes the frequency decreases for all modes of vibration. 

 

Table 3Vibration Frequencies of fractured Timoshenko beam with relative fracture location 0.20. 

ω (rad/sec) 
Fracture 

position 

Relative fracture 

depth =0.1 

Relative fracture 

depth =0.2 

Relative fracture 

depth =0.3 

Relative fracture 

depth =0.4 

1st frequency 
0.2 

237.32 236.12 235.87 234.67 

2nd frequency 
0.2 

985.29 984.78 983.46 982.91 

3rd frequency 
0.2 

2187.23 2186.58 2185.79 2184.37 

ω (rad/sec) Present result using MATLAB code Existing available result Calculation 

1st frequency 237.528 237.459 

2nd frequency 986.396 985.995 

3rd frequency 2187.856 2186.742 
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Table 4Vibration Frequencies of fractured Timoshenko beam with relative fracture location 0.50. 

ω (rad/sec) 
Fracture 

position 

Relative fracture 

depth =0.1 

Relative fracture 

depth =0.2 

Relative fracture 

depth =0.3 

Relative fracture 

depth =0.4 

ω1 0.5 236.45 235.65 234.73 233.58 

ω2 0.5 985.12 984.49 983.16 981.67 

ω3 0.5 2187.11 2186.09 2185.65 2183.49 

 

Table 5Vibration Frequencies of fractured Timoshenko beam with relative fracture location0.60. 

ω (rad/sec) 
Fracture 

position 

Relative fracture 

depth =0.1 

Relative fracture 

depth =0.2 

Relative fracture 

depth =0.3 

Relative fracture 

depth =0.4 

ω1 0.6 235.87 233.77 232.76 230.46 

ω2 0.6 984.76 983.56 981.58 979.67 

ω3 0.6 2186.86 2184.25 2182.36 2178.06 

 

Table 6Vibration Frequencies of fractured Timoshenko beam with relative fracture location 0.80. 

ω (rad/sec) 
Fracture 

position 

Relative fracture 

depth =0.1 

Relative fracture 

depth =0.2 

Relative fracture 

depth =0.3 

Relative fracture 

depth =0.4 

ω1 0.8 234.45 232.79 230.98 230.135 

ω2 0.8 983.16 981.49 980.08 979.16 

ω3 0.8 2185.74 2184.59 2182.27 2180.73 

The first mode shape of unfractured and fractured beam with relative fracture depths of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 at 

relative position of 0.5 has been plotted in Fig. 3. It has been observed from the figure that the relative amplitude has 

been decreased to 36% (average) for the assumed relative fracture depths. An abrupt change in the pattern of the 

mode shape has been visualized at the location of presence of fracture. It has been also observed that as the relative 

fracture depth increases, the abrupt nature shows a considerable amount. It is due to the fact that as the fracture 

depth increases the strain of the beam decreases. 
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Fig. 3 1st mode variation of unfractured and fractured beam with relative fracture depths of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3and 0.4 

respectively. 

The second mode shape of unfractured and fractured beam with relative fracture depths of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 at 

relative position of 0.5 has been plotted in Fig. 4. It has been observed from the figure that the relative amplitude has 

been decreased to 49% (average) for the assumed relative fracture depths. An abrupt change in the pattern of the 

mode shape has been visualized at the location of presence of fracture for higher value of relative fracture depths. 

The amplitude of the mode shape decreases as the fracture depth increases.  

 

Fig. 4 2nd mode variation of unfractured and fractured beam with relative fracture depths of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3and 0.4 

respectively 

The Third mode shape of unfractured and fractured beam with relative fracture depths of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 at 

relative position of 0.5 has been plotted in Fig  5. It has been observed from the figure that the relative amplitude has 

been decreased to 62% (average) for the assumed relative fracture depths. A sudden change in the amplitude in the 

pattern of the mode shape has been clearly visualized at the location of presence of fracture for higher value of 
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relative fracture depths. The amplitude of the mode shape decreases as the fracture depth increases due to the 

decrease in strain in the beam.  

 

Fig  5 3rd mode variation of unfractured and fractured beam with relative fracture depths of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3and 0.4 

respectively 

Similarly the forth mode shape of unfractured and fractured beam with relative fracture depths of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 

0.4 at relative position of 0.5 has been plotted in Fig 6. It has been observed from the figure that the relative 

amplitude has been decreased to 73% (average) for the assumed relative fracture depths. A sudden change in the 

amplitude in the pattern of the mode shape has been clearly visualized at the location of presence of fracture for 

higher value of relative fracture depths. Due the presence of antinodes in forth mode shapes the abrupt change is 

slightly visible but considerable reduction in amplitude has been found.  

 
Fig 6 4th mode variation of unfractured and fractured beam with relative fracture depths of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3and 0.4 

respectively 

Similarly the fifth mode shape of unfractured and fractured beam with relative fracture depths of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 

0.4 at relative position of 0.5 has been plotted in Fig 7. It has been observed from the figure that the relative 

amplitude has been decreased to 83% (average) for the assumed relative fracture depths. A sudden change in the 

amplitude in the pattern of the mode shape has been clearly visualized at the location of presence of fracture for 
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higher value of relative fracture depths. At relative fracture depth of 0.4 a considerable amount of reduction in 

amplitude has been found. Taking into consideration of all the mode shapes and relative fracture depths it has been 

found due to the presence of fracture in the beam the frequency of the beam decreasing so as the mode shapes. The 

abrupt or sudden change in amplitude of the beam indicates the presence of transverse fracture with certain amount 

of relative fracture depths. 

 
Fig 7 5th mode variation of unfractured and fractured beam with relative fracture depths of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3and 0.4 

respectively 

The dynamic response of unfractured and fractured beam with relative fracture depths of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 at 

relative position of 0.5 has been plotted in Fig 8. From the Figure it has been observed that the peak amplitude at 

resonant frequency has been decreased as the driving frequency increased. Presence of fracture with relative fracture 

depths in a beam shows shifting of resonant frequency. From the figure it has been observed that the peak amplitude 

reduces to 21% in unfractured beam whereas for fractured beam it has been reduced to 27% (Average) for relative 

fracture depths of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4. Furthermore, there has been a decrease in amplitude to 34% from second to 

third resonant frequency. For unfractured beam whereas decrease in 39% (average) incase of fractured beam.  

 
Fig 8 Frequency response of the unfractured and fractured beam with relative fracture depths of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3and 

0.4 respectively subjected to an impulse load 50 N. 
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The extended figure for the variation in fundamental frequency response for unfractured and fractured beam with 

relative fracture depths of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 at relative fracture location of 0.5 has been presented in the figure. 

The proportional damping has been taken into consideration for the analysis. Due to the proportional damping the 

peak amplitude of resonant frequency decreased. The driving frequency has been varies within the range of 0-500 

Rad/sec. with an impulse load of 50N. 

 
Fig. 9 Frequency response of the unfractured and fractured beam with relative fracture depths of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3and 

0.4 respectively subjected to an impulse load 50 N within the range of 0-500 Rad/sec. 

The extended figure for the variation in 2nd natural frequency response for unfractured and fractured beam with 

relative fracture depths of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 at relative fracture location of 0.5 has been presented in Fig. 10. The 

driving frequency has been varies within the range of 700-1200 Rad/sec. with an impulse load of 50N.A shifting of 

resonant frequency has been visualized for different relative fracture depths of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4. It has been 

observed that the second resonant frequency decreases to 6% (average) as the relative fracture depth increases from 

0.0 to 0.4. The peaks in the frequency response are due to the presence of proportional damping which renders the 

amplitude to a considerable amount. 

 
Fig. 10 Frequency response of the unfractured and fractured beam with relative fracture depths of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 

and 0.4 respectively subjected to an impulse load 50 N within the range of 700-1200 Rad/sec 

Similarly the extended figure for the variation in 3rd natural frequency response for unfractured and fractured beam 

with relative fracture depths of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 at relative fracture location of 0.5 has been presented in Fig.11. 

The driving frequency has been varies within the range of 1500-3000 Rad/sec. with an impulse load of 50N.A 

shifting of resonant frequency has been visualized for different relative fracture depths of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4. It has 

been observed that the third resonant frequency decreases to 10% (average) as the relative fracture depth increases 
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from 0.0 to 0.4. The peaks in the frequency response are due to the presence of proportional damping which renders 

the amplitude to a considerable amount.  

 

Fig. 11 Frequency response of the unfractured and fractured beam with relative fracture depths of 0.1, 0.2, 

0.3and 0.4 respectively subjected to an impulse load 50 N within the range of 1500-3000 Rad/sec 

 

CONCLUSION 

The present paperfocus on vibration investigation of a Timoshenko beam with transverse open fracture.The 

overall additional flexibility matrix has been obtained for evaluating the natural frequencies of the beam with 

fracture. From the investigation it has been observed that presence of fracture decreases the natural frequencies for 

all cases of position and relative fracture depths. The change of natural frequencies not only depends on the change 

of relative fracture depth but also location of the fracture in the beam. It is concludedthat with increase in relative 

fracture depth the natural frequency decreases and there is an unexpected change in mode shape due to presence of 

fracture.   
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ABSTRACT  

The current article deal with the damped vibration investigation of a rectangular beam with nonuniform material 

properties in longitudinal direction. The investigation has been carried out by finite element method (FEM) with 

consideration of structural damping parameters. Each element of the beam assumed to have nodes and each node 

with two degrees of freedom for the investigation in finite element procedure. Polynomial variation of material 

properties such as density and Young’s modulus have been used in the analysis. The static and dynamic analysis for 

the process has been found out using the finite element procedure. Hamilton’s rule has been incorporated to find out 

the mass and stiffness matrices. For time domain analysis Newmark-B Method has been incorporated in the 

analysis.  

Keywords: Finite Element Analysis; Hamilton’s principle, Dynamic analysis 

1  INTRODUCTION 

Functionally gradient materials (FGMs) are the most versatile material which is prepared by changing the 

microstructure with a precise gradient. It can be deliberated for explicit function and applications. FGMs are 

generally prepared in the form of several structures, such as beams[1], plates [2] and shells [3]. In this context, the 

properties may be oriented in thickness direction or/and length direction. For graded beams with properties variation 

in thickness direction, several research works have been commenced out of which few are described. To analyze the 

free vibration characteristics of FGM beams a transfer matrix method has been established whose material properties 

vary in thickness of the beam through power law variation[4]. Further, to investigate the free vibration behavior of 

FGM beams the dynamic stiffness method has been formulated [5]. A completely new method has been introduced 

by using Timoshenko beam theory to investigate beams without application of load [6].Beam with exponentially 

varying width and material properties has been investigated for free vibration [7].The analysis has been carried out 

analytically through first-order shear deformation assumption[8].The  functionally graded piezoelectric material 

beam, which the material properties are assumed to have a power law or sigmoid law variation across the depth has 

been investigated [9]. A high-order shear deformation assumption has been proposed for free vibration of FGM 

beams with continuously varying material properties under different boundary conditions [10]. The free vibration of 

a simply supported FGM beams in which the material properties change arbitrarily in the thickness direction has 

been discussed [11].The  free vibration with nonlinear behavior of a  sandwiched  porous beam has been studied 

[12]. The investigation carried out by considering the Von Karman geometric nonlinearity. The free bending 

vibrations of straight beams with inconsistent cross section has been studied using Bessel’s functions [13].In this 
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paper, the transfer matrix method has been incorporated to determine the frequencies of a conical and cylindrical 

beam. Even though several research works have been performed on beams with varying material properties still 

there is some directions upon which attention need to be focused. The variation of properties in longitudinal 

direction has put the attention in a great way. The present article deal with the variation of properties in the axial 

direction and its effect due to vibration. Both the static and dynamic analysis of the beam has been carried out with 

the application of impulse load. 

 

2  Numerical Formulation of the Proposed Beam  

The numerical formulations and investigation involve the modelling of the beam using finite element 

procedures. The mathematical formulation is presented in the following subsections. A cantilever beam is shown 

Fig. 12 for dynamic analysis when subjected to an impulse force.  

  

Fig. 12 Proposed Cantilever beam having variation of properties in longitudinal direction. 

The length of the proposed beam has been taken to be L .The width and thickness of the beam has been carried out 

as b and w. An impulse load of F is applied at the free end of the cantilever beam. Euler-Bernoulli formulation has 

been considered for free and forced vibration analysis of the beam. All mathematical formulation has been coded in 

Matlab environment. The beam element with degrees of freedom at each node is shown in Fig. 13. In Finite Element 

modeling, each nodal point assumed to experience 2 degrees of freedom i.e. transverse displacement (v) and rotation 

(θ) which are supposed to act due to the shear force and bending moment. 

 

Fig. 13 Nodal degrees of freedom at each node of the element. 
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The displacement field of the beam element using finite element formulation in Cartesian coordinate system can be 

written as 
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Where u, v, w are the time-dependent axial, lateral and transverse displacements along x, y, z-axes respectively. The 

transverse displacement is represented by the term w(x, t). θ is the term denoted for rotation of the midplane whereas 

t denotes the time. The axial displacement at any point is neglected in the midplane as its effect is negligible 

compared to transverse displacement. The material property i.e. Young’s modulus and density of the proposed beam 

has been changed continuously in axial direction and the order of variation is considered in polynomial function. 

The proposed variation has been considered as follows 
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The field of displacement can be represented as 

    wNr =   (3) 

Here r and Nw denotes the nodal degrees of freedom and the shape functions respectively. 
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Since there are four degrees of freedom with four nodal values, the polynomial function with four constants has been 

considered for the analysis.  
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The mass and stiffness matrix of the beam element can be found by using Hamilton’s rule. The Hamilton’s rule uses 

the strain energy principle with time dependent parameters of kinetic energy, potential energy and work done as  

0)]([
2

1

= +−= dtWEE
t

t
PK   (16) 

Where EK, EP and W is the kinetic energy, total electromechanical enthalpy and total work done by the external 

mechanical force respectively.t1 and t2 represent the initial and final time. The expressions for the above energies can 

be written as 
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Using the equation, the elemental mass matrix and stiffness matrices for the beam can be obtained as 
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Where [Nθ] = ∂[Nw.]/ ∂x .The dynamic equation of the structure is obtained by using the equation The length of 

entire beam is separated into 20 finite elements. The mass and stiffness matrices are grouped together and the global 

matrices are obtained. The equation of motion of the structure be represented as 

 
 (22) 

The global stiffness matrices, mass matrices have been evaluated by numerical integration. The damping ratio is 

predicted from the computed fundamental frequency as 
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Where α and β are found out from 
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 +=   (24) 

Where ζi  is the damping ratio of the structure. The equation of motion considering the damping parameter for the 

proposed beam can be found as 

 
 (25) 

The global equation can be obtained after assembling the elemental equation as  

 
 (26) 

Where the global mass matrices of beam be represented as MB, the global stiffness matrices of the beam be 

represented as KB is and the global damping matrix be represented as C respectively.  

3  OUTCOME OF THE PRESENT FORMULATION  

Based on the mathematical formulations a MATLAB code has been prepared for the investigation of the proposed 

beam. The MATLAB code has been validated and results are presented in the following sub sections. The developed 

code has been validated for the proposed cantilever beam. The physical dimensions of the beam are (875×68×3.9) 

mm. As per the analysis the variation of Young’s modulus and density of the beam has been taken as polynomial 

variation. In static analysis the frequency and mode shapes of the beam have been analyzed. For free vibration 
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analysis an initial displacement has been given to the beam at the free end. The first four natural frequencies have 

been calculated using the MATLAB environment. The convergence result has been presented in the table .From the 

table it has been found that for 16numbers of elements the first four natural frequencies are converged properly. 

Further, four mode shapes are analyzed to find out the lateral displacement of the proposed beam. The Proposed 

beam with variation in material properties is considered for the analysis and different loads are applied at the free 

end. The frequency and mode shapes are found out for free vibration. The present code is validated by considering a 

cantilever beam of rectangular cross section. Material properties of the beam are considered as per the mathematical 

expression discussed. 

 

Table 7 Convergence of natural frequencies of the proposed beam 

frequency 
No of elements 

=4 

No of elements 

=8 

No of elements 

=12 

No of elements 

=16 

No of 

elements =17 

ω1 0.1314 0.1398 0.1415 0.1423 0.1424 

ω2 0.8776 0.8817 0.8905 0.8919 0.8919 

ω3 2.4769 2.4815 2.4964 2.4977 2.4978 

ω4 4.8750 4.8835 4.8947 4.8950 4.8951 

From the Table it has been observed that the convergence will take place at number of beam elements are16. Hence 

for further calculation same amount of beam element numbers are taken into consideration. The validation of the 

results so obtained using the MATLAB code has been shown in Table 8.From the Table it has been found that the 

frequencies using the developed MATLAB code for the proposed beam has less than 15% of error for all the cases. 

Further The percentage of error decreases as the mode of the frequency increases. 

Table 8 Validation of frequencies with existing results. 

Frequency Available Result 
Result developed 

through MATLAB code 
% of error 

ω1 0.1623 0.1424 12.26 

ω2 0.9215 0.8919 3.9 

ω3 2.5362 2.4978 1.5 

ω4 4.9325 4.8951 0.7 

The amplitude variation of 1stmode for the proposed beam has been presented in Fig. 14. From the figure it has been 

observed that the shape of the beam is equivalent to the beam with prismatic and homogeneous condition. From the 

Figure it has been observed that the maximum amplitude is 0.38 mm and it has no antinode. In first mode of 

vibration the bema vibrate rapidly hence its natural frequency is very less compared to other natural frequencies. 

Due to this the 1st natural frequency is otherwise known as fundamental frequency. 

The amplitude variation of 2nd mode for the proposed beam has been presented in Fig 15. From the figure it 

has been observed that the shape of the beam is equivalent to the beam with prismatic and homogeneous condition. 

From the figure it has been observed that it has only one antinode at a distance of 0.34mm. The maximum amplitude 

in the 2nd mode variation is 0.1mm. 
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Fig. 14 Variation in amplitude for  1st mode  vibration of the cantilever beam 

 

Fig 15. Variation in amplitude for  2nd mode  vibration of the cantilever beam 

The amplitude variation in 3rd mode for the proposed beam has been presented in Fig. 16. From the figure it has 

been observed that the shape of the beam is equivalent to the beam with prismatic and homogeneous condition.  

 

Fig. 16 Variation in amplitude for  3rdmode  vibration of the cantilever beam 

From the figure it has been observed that it has two antinodes at a distance of 0.25mmand 0.43mm respectively. The 

maximum amplitude of the 3rd mode shape is 0.061mm. 
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Fig. 17 Variation in amplitude for  4th mode  vibration of the cantilever beam 

The amplitude variation in 4th mode for the proposed beam has been presented in Fig. 17.From the figure it has been 

observed that the shape of the beam is equivalent to the beam with prismatic and homogeneous condition. From the 

figure it has been observed that it has three antinodes at a distance of 0.14mm, 0.32mm and 0.43mm respectively. 

The maximum amplitude of the 4thmode shape is 0.023mm.The dynamic analysis of the beam is carried out for 

different loading conditions. As from static analysis it has been observed that the proposed beam with polynomial 

variation of material properties shows good result in accordance with the homogeneous beam. For dynamic analysis 

four different loading (8N, 12N, 16N & 20N) magnitudes are considered and the corresponding frequency analysis 

result has been incorporated. Firstly the beam is subjected to a load of 8 N at the fee end of the beam. The vibration 

response has been presented with the help of Matlab environment. Fig. 18 shows the frequency response of the 

proposed cantilever beam when it is subjected to 8N of force at the free end. The frequency response is plotted 

between the amplitude of the vibration and the driving frequency. The driving frequency is varying from 0-2 rad/sec. 

The amplitude of 1st natural frequency is higher than the second natural frequency. Hence the peak response in 1st 

natural frequency is higher than 2nd natural frequency. The peak response for 1st natural frequency is 0.24mm and 

that for 2nd natural frequency is 0.045mm. 

 

Fig. 18 Frequency response due to the impulse load of 8N at free end of the proposed beam. 

Fig. 19. Shows the frequency response of the proposed cantilever beam when it is subjected to 12N of force at the 

free end. The frequency response is plotted between the amplitude of the vibration and the driving frequency.  
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Fig. 19 Frequency response due to the impulse load of 12N at free end of the proposed beam. 

The driving frequency is varying from 0-2 rad/sec. From the figure it has been observed that the amplitude of 1st 

natural frequency is higher than the second natural frequency. Hence the peak response in 1st natural frequency is 

higher than 2nd natural frequency. The peak response for 1st natural frequency is 0.34mm and that for 2nd natural 

frequency is 0.031mm.The higher frequencies responses are not shown as the amplitude decreases with increase in 

frequency.  

 

Fig. 20 Frequency response due to the impulse load of 16N at free end of the proposed beam. 

Fig. 20 shows the frequency response of the proposed cantilever beam when it is subjected to 16N of force at the 

free end. The frequency response is plotted between the amplitude of the vibration and the driving frequency. The 

driving frequency is varying from 0-2 rad/sec. From the figure it has been observed that the amplitude of 1st natural 

frequency is higher than the second natural frequency. Hence the peak response in 1st natural frequency is higher 

than 2nd natural frequency. The peak response for 1st natural frequency is 0.45mm and that for 2nd natural frequency 

is 0.076mm.The higher frequencies responses are not shown as the amplitude decreases with increase in frequency.  

Fig 21 shows the frequency response of the proposed cantilever beam when it is subjected to 16N of force 

at the free end. The frequency response is plotted between the amplitude of the vibration and the driving frequency. 

The driving frequency is varying from 0-2 rad/sec. From the figure it has been observed that the amplitude of 1st 

natural frequency is higher than the second natural frequency. Hence the peak response in 1st natural frequency is 

higher than 2nd natural frequency. The peak response for 1st natural frequency is 0.57mm and that for 2nd natural 

frequency is 0.86mm. 
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Fig 21 Frequency response due to the impulse load of 20N at free end of the proposed beam. 

The higher frequencies responses are not shown as the amplitude decreases with increase in frequency. The time 

domain analysis has been carried out in Matlab environment with 16N of impulse load at the free end of the 

cantilever beam. The responses are carried out in time plot curve where 600 sec has been taken and corresponding 

responses are presented. Fig. 22 shows the displacement time plot of the proposed cantilever beam when the free end 

has been applied with 16 N of force. From the figure it has been observed that the peak response is 0.018 mm and 

the amplitude goes on decreasing as time lapse increasing. This is due to the fact that presence of proportional 

damping reduces the amplitude of the proposed beam and the value diminishes after certain time period. 

 

Fig. 22Time domain displacement response at the free end due to the application of 16N force at free end 

 

Fig 23 Time domain velocity response at the free end due to the application of 16N force at free end 

Similarly Fig 23 shows the velocity time plot of the proposed cantilever beam when the free end has been applied 

with 16 N of force. From the figure it has been observed that the peak velocity response is 0.21 mm/sec and the 

amplitude of velocity goes on decreasing as time period increasing. This is due to the presence of proportional 
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damping or structural damping in the beam which has been consider in this proposed .The value of velocity will 

diminishes further as the time period increasing. 

Further Fig 24 shows the acceleration time plot of the proposed cantilever beam when the free end has been applied 

with 16 N of force.  

 
Fig 24 Time domain acceleration response at the free end due to the application of 16N force at free end 

From the figure it has been observed that the peak acceleration response is 0.23 mm/sec2 and the amplitude of 

acceleration goes on decreasing as time period increasing. This is due to the proportional damping or structural 

damping in the beam which has been considered in this proposed beam. The value of acceleration will diminish 

further as the time period increasing. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The present research encompasses the finite element procedure for vibration investigation of a cantilever 

beam with variation of properties in longitudinal direction. Hamilton’s rule has been incorporated to find out the 

global mass and stiffness matrices. From the analysis it has been found that the changing of properties such as 

Young’s modulus and density in longitudinal direction has impact in different modes of vibration. The developed 

code has been validated with the existing results. The proposed beam developed the similar pattern of variation of 

frequencies as that of regular beam. The static and dynamic analysis has been carried out with the proportional 

damping and it has been found the responses diminish with time due to the application of impulse load. 
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ABSTRACT:  

Any instantaneous change in the connected load of an electrical energy system, could interrupt the stable operation 

of the system. This leads to a discrepancy in operating values of system’s frequency and interchange power through 

tie line. Load frequency control performs a significant role in restoring these deviation to their nominal values. In 

this paper, a two area thermal power system with GRC nonlinearity has been integrated to study the issues 

associated with LFC in a nonlinear power system. The power system with difference in saturation limits of GRC are 

contemplated for various loading conditions. The functioning of a fuzzy logic controller in reducing the frequency 

and tie line power deviations in the system model has been compared with the performance of a PI controller.   

Keywords: Two area nonlinear power system, Load Frequency Control (LFC), Generation rate constraint (GRC), 

proportional and integral controller, Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC). 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The continuous advancement of science, technology and changing lifestyles these days, have made the load 

utilisation more intense and severe. With an aim to satisfy the load requirement of the consumers, various 

neighbouring power system units are unified through tie-lines. Though, it makes the power system efficient, but 

multifaceted the systematic operation and control of it. As the power system exposed to discrepancy in load, the 

power system frequency and prescheduled tie-line power, deviate from their standard operating values, making the 

power system vulnerable [1]. To preserve consistency in power system operation, it is essential to retain the system 

frequency and tie line power error at zero. Hence, load frequency control was implemented as a regulatory control to 

offset the plants’ generation with erratically varying load and to uphold the frequency with tie-line power variation 

at their pre-intended values [2, 3].  

In last four decades, a lot of research emphasizing various challenges in LFC have been incorporated and significant 

contributions are being made. The power system stability and dynamics are greatly affected by the physical 

constraints of the power plant model. So the analysis of LFC includes both linear and non-linear model of generating 

units in the system.   

In [4], Kothari et al. initially had investigated the implication of generation rate constraint in LFC analysis. E.Cheers 

in his paper considered a non-linear model of a thermal power plant highlighting the appropriate location of 

mailto:anurekha2611@gmail.com
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generation rate constraint in it [5]. In [6], Wang et al. have contemplated a robust adaptive controller to analyse LFC 

issues associated with a reheat thermal generating unit comprising various physical constraints. But the robustness 

of the controller was not examined for a multi area system which left its superiority in doubt. 

At the present time, a multisource multi area system need to be designed to meet with changing loads.  Therefore, to 

meet with the purpose of employing LFC in a multi-source multi area power system, a number of approaches have 

also been recommended [7-10]. Furthermore, the issues associated with frequency control of a multi-source power 

system, combining various physical constraints were deeply analysed earlier [11-13]. A detailed study of load 

frequency control of generating units with GRC nonlinearity is incorporated in [14]. Moreover, the study includes a 

variation in saturation limits of GRC and various loading conditions. This motivated the authors to consider this 

multi area power system model incorporating GRC nonlinearity. It can be seen from the literature survey that, 

various algorithms and optimization techniques are used to optimize the conventional controller parameters for load 

frequency control in a power system with nonlinearity and the researchers have aimed to prove the primacy of their 

suggested techniques [15-18]. To deal with the limitations associated with various optimization techniques used for 

conventional controller, researchers were motivated to take on an intelligent and economical controller which can 

substitute the conventional controller [19-21]. As the parameter values of a conventional controller are fixed and 

cannot be changed with the dynamic response of a power system, an intelligent fuzzy logic controller is implied as 

the supplementary controller in this paper. 

 In view of the previous research carried out and to discern more about the issues associated with LFC of generating 

units with nonlinearity, a two area non-reheat thermal power with GRC is incorporated in this paper. Initially a 

relative analysis among PI and FLC in alleviating the frequency and scheduled tie line power discrepancy are 

presented.  In addition to the variation in the saturation limit of GRC non linearity, system’s dynamic performance is 

also examined under various step loading conditions. A detailed comparative analysis is done among PI and FLC. 

 

2       SYSTEM MODEL DESCRIPTION 

The transfer function representation of a two area thermal power unit is illustrated in fig. 1. Two identical thermal 

power plants are being unified through a tie line and each plant incorporates a speed governor, a non-reheat steam 

turbine with GRC non-linearity, and a rotating inertia along with a load to investigate the issues related to LFC.  

 In the transfer function model, Δ𝑃𝑅𝑒𝑓 is the incremental power output due to change in speed,  𝛥 𝑃𝐺𝑜𝑣 is the output 

power of speed governor,   𝛥𝑃𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ  is the mechanical power output of turbine, ∆𝐹 is the difference in the area 

frequency,  Δ𝑃𝑑  is the load change. The power equation of the speed governing system Δ𝑃𝐺 for an incremental 

increase in governor control can be furnished as 

 ∆𝑃𝐺(𝑠) = ∆𝑃𝑅𝑒𝑓(𝑠) − (
1

𝑅
) ∆𝐹(𝑠)                                                                                         (1) 

 

where Δ𝑃𝐺   is the incremental change in governor control 

            Δ𝑃𝑅𝑒𝑓 is the incremental regulation in reference power adjustment 

           R is the factor of speed regulation and is calculated in Hz/per unit Megawatt 
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The value of R can be calculated for corresponding change in position of the valve setting. The hydraulic amplifier 

adapts the valve movement from low power to high power, to assist the opening and closing of steam or water valve 

inlet against high pressure steam or water and eventually control the mechanical power output of the turbine. The 

transfer function for a speed governing system of a non-reheat steam turbine with hydraulic amplifier can be given 

as 

  ∆𝑃𝐺𝑜𝑣(𝑠) =
1

1+𝑠𝑇𝑔
∆𝑃𝐺(𝑠)                                                                                                      (2) 

where 𝑇𝑔 is the coefficient of time associated with governor. 

 

              Fig.1 Two area non-reheat thermal power plant reflecting GRC non linearity 

The electrical power developed in the synchronous generator changes accordingly with the difference in the 

mechanical power output of the turbine, to keep in with the power output of generator load model. The incremental 

turbine output power (∆𝑃𝑇𝑔) of the non-reheat steam turbine is represented by the equation 

 

  ∆𝑃𝑇𝑔(𝑠) = (
1

1+𝑠𝑇𝑡
) ∆𝑃𝐺𝑜𝑣(𝑠)                                                                                                (3)   

 

The performance of the turbine is governed by the turbine time constant 𝑇𝑡  . 

In a non-reheat thermal power, the rate of change of generated power in the steam turbine is relatively low. The 

generation rate is hence considered between 5 to 10 % p.u. MW per minute. The governor model includes GRC 

saturation limiters to restrict opening and closing of the control valve. Kothari et al. chose the value of GRC in a 

reheat thermal plant as 3% p. u. MW per minute [4]. But a detailed literature study on GRC shows that, most of 

them prefer limiter value between ± 3% to ± 10 % p. u. MW per minute for a realistic non reheat thermal plant [9, 

10, 11, 15, 17]. So, in this paper, the limiter values of α, are chosen as 5% and 2.5% p.u. MW per minute to 

investigate the LFC problem. The misalliance between the generation and turbine power ensues change in turbine 

speed followed by the system frequency. This can be established as   
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     𝐺𝑝𝑠(𝑠) =
𝐾𝑝𝑠

1+𝑠𝑇𝑝𝑠
                                                                                                                  (4) 

 

Each control area maintains its power flow with its neighboring area, by raising and lowering its generations 

according to the load changes in the electrical system.  The incremental change in tie line power depends on load 

variation in the corresponding areas. This can be represented in equation as 

  ∆𝑃𝑡𝑖𝑒 12(𝑠) =
2𝜋𝑇12

𝑠
[∆𝐹1(𝑠) − ∆𝐹2(𝑠)]                                                                            (5) 

 

3       CONTROL ACTION 

The stable operation of power system under different loading conditions, can be restored by adding up 

supplementary controller to the generating units. So a controller is employed to achieve the improved output 

response of the systems under consideration. The simple and robust design of a conventional PI controller influence 

its extensive use over other controllers in industries.  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

The PI control parameters which work effectively in a linear power system, may not be able to perform in a similar 

way for a power system with a degree of non-linearity. Hence it is utmost necessary for a system to implement an 

intelligent controller which could manage the dynamic response of the system to preserve its stability. Therefore, 

proposed system implicated a fuzzy logic controller as its supplementary control action. 

 

4     FUZZY LOGIC CONTROLLER 

In a fuzzy logic controller, the fuzzy rules and its membership functions can be outlined by extracting human 

experiences and behaviour. The membership functions can be designed in distinctive shapes with the designer’s 

choice and preferences. This designed fuzzy logic controller with its linguistic control technique, makes an attempt 

to minimize the deviations in the system dynamic response. The operating states of a fuzzy logic controller 

explained as fig.2. 

 

                                            

                                                         Fig.2. Block Diagram of FLC          

 

In present work, the triangular membership function is exercised to define the linguistic variables. With 

the increasing number of fuzzy logic membership functions, the output response attains to be more 
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accurate. Based on this, 7 membership functions are deliberated for this work and they are utmost 

negative (UN), intermediate negative (IN), least negative (LN), zero (ZO), utmost positive (UP), 

intermediate positive (IP), least positive (LP), respectively. Mamdani inference system is used with the 

linguistic variables attained from expert’s experience. The arrangement of fuzzy rules of the fuzzy 

inference system are displayed in table 1. 

Table.1 fuzzy rule viewer 

 
 d(ACE)   

ACE UN IN LN ZO LP IP UP 

UN UN UN UN UN IN LN ZO 

IN UN UN IN IN LN ZO LP 

LN UN IN IN LN ZO LP IP 

ZO IN IN LN ZO LP IP UP 

LP IN LN ZO LP IP IP UP 

IP LN ZO LP IP IP UP UP 

UP ZO LP IP UP UP UP UP 

 

5    COMPARATIVE ANLYSIS OF SIMULATION RESULTS  

The MATLAB/SIMULINK environment is used to develop the proposed non reheat model of the thermal power 

plants [9, 15, and 17] and the FLC and PI controller are applied to evidence the optimum effectiveness of a fuzzy 

logic controller. To organize a detailed relative analysis, the system under study has been investigated in view of 

variation in saturation limits of GRC and system parameter values at once. For more insight of LFC issues, different 

loading conditions are included in the analysis.  

Hence different possible combinations of operating conditions are summarized as case I to IV.  

 

Case I: GRC saturation limit = ±0.05 and step load increase in area-1 =5% 

The control area-1 with an inclusion of GRC considering α = ±0.05 is applied with a 5% step increase in the 

prescheduled load demand at time t=0.  

A relative comparison of the dynamic responses established for differences in frequency ΔF1 and ΔF2 and change in 

exchange power through tie line (ΔP tie) for PI and FLC are shown in fig.3. The damping oscillations and response 

settling time are effectively reduced with fuzzy logic controller.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Fig.3. Dynamic responses of two area power generating unit including GRC having α = ±0.05 and a 5% step load 

increase at area-1(a)Change in frequency of control area -1(ΔF1) (b) Change in frequency  of control area -2(ΔF2) (c) 

Change in tie line power  (ΔPtie) 

Case II: GRC saturation limit = ±0.05, a simultaneous step increase in load (area-1 = 5% and area-2 = 2%) 

At time t=0, an instantaneous step increase of 5% in load demand for the area-1 and 2% in load demand of area-2 

with a GRC saturation limit of α = ±0.05 are applied in the system. The differences found in frequency and 

interchange tie line power are shown in fig.4. It can be noticed that the settling time and undershoots obtained with 

PI are effectively reduced with FLC. Hence FLC outperforms PI in steadying the dynamic response. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

Fig.4. Dynamic responses of two area power generating unit including GRC having α = ±0.05 and a 5% step load 

increase at area-1 and 2% increase in load at area-2 simultaneously 

(a)Change in frequency of control area -1(ΔF1) (b) Change in frequency of control area -2(ΔF2) (c) Change in tie 

line power (ΔPtie) 

Case III: GRC saturation limit = ±0.025 and step load increase in area-1 = 5% 

In this case, the proposed system model is investigated with a variation in the saturation limit of GRC. The proposed 

nonlinear power system with a variation in GRC saturation limit α = ±0.025 and 5% step increase in prescheduled 

load at area-1 is examined at time t=0.The frequency deviations in area-1and area-2 and exchange of power through 

tie line are exhibited in fig.5. The response with PI controller characterized the impact of a different limiter value. 
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Hence, the response with PI controller became more oscillatory and required a larger settling time. However, with 

FLC, the damped oscillations are significantly alleviated and the system attains stability faster than PI controller. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Fig.5. Dynamic responses of two area power generating unit including GRC having α = ±0.025 and a 5% step load 

increase at area-(a)Change in frequency of control area -1(ΔF1) (b) Change in frequency  of control area -2(ΔF2) (c) 

Change in tie line power  (ΔPtie) 

Case IV: GRC saturation limit = ±0.025, a simultaneous step increase in load (area-1 = 5% and area-2=2%) 

In this case, the saturation limit of GRC is considered as α = ±0.025. In addition to this, an instantaneous step load 

increase of 5% in prescheduled load demand of  area-1 and 2% at area-2 at t=0sec are examined for the system 

model. The system dynamic response for above operating conditions are exhibited in fig.6. It can be analysed from 

the figures that, FLC outperforms PI in diminishing the unsteadiness and settling time of the system dynamic 

responses. 
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(a)  

 

(b)  

     

(c)  

Fig.6. Dynamic responses of two area power generating unit including GRC having α = ±0.025 and a 5% step load 

increase at area-1 and 2% increase in load at area-2 simultaneously. (a)Change in frequency of control area -1(ΔF1) 

(b) Change in frequency of control area -2(ΔF2) (c) Change in tie line power (ΔPtie) 

To represent a comprehensible assessment of the proposed controller’s efficacy, the derived results of all the above 

four cases have been summarised in table 2. The comparison of the results clearly illustrates the effectiveness of FLC 

upon PI in reducing undershoots and settling times of the system’s dynamic responses. A graphical representation of 

these results has been furnished in fig.7  
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Table.2 Comparative analysis of dynamic responses for proposed conditions of the system with PI and FLC 

 Case-I 

(α = ± 0.05, 5% SLP at area-

1) 

Case-II 

(α = ± 0.05, 5% SLP at 

area-1, 2% SLP at area-2) 

Case-III 

(α = ± 0.025,5% SLP at 

area-1) 

Case-IV 

(α = ± 0.025, 5% SLP at 

area-1, 2% SLP at area-2) 

 Undershoot Ts Undershoot Ts Undershoot Ts  Undershoot Ts 

PI FLC PI FLC PI FLC PI FLC PI FLC PI FLC PI FLC PI FLC 

ΔF1 0.11 0.067 13.8 5.73 0.13 0.08 9.71 4.9 0.13 0.09 13.3 6.92 0.16 0.11 20.1 6.2 

ΔF2 0.09 0.031 13.2 5.12 0.11 0.05 10.2 4.8 0.14 0.09 14.8 7.09 0.19 0.10 20.7 5.82 

ΔPtie 0.03 0.028 14.1 5.8 0.01 0.01 7.9 3.8 0.04 0.03 14.8 6.7 0.02 0.02 22.3 6.1 

    

 Comparative analysis of settling time Ts (sec)  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

  

(c)  

Fig.7.Bar graph comparison of settling time for ΔF1, ΔF2 and ΔPtie for case I to case-IV 
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CONCLUSION 

Since the frequency control models and data are mostly non-linear and exposed to various sources of error, to find a 

solution is bit difficult task in power system operation. So the issues and challenges associated with LFC in restoring 

the differences found in area frequency and scheduled tie line power are investigated with various realistic 

conditions. A two area nonlinear thermal power plant with a variation in scheduled load demand of the control areas 

are kept under investigation. The irregularities emerged in the dynamic responses of frequency and interchange tie 

line power for variation in saturation limits of GRC are examined. The ascendancy of fuzzy logic controller upon PI 

in alleviating the frequency and tie line power variation of the nonlinear system for different system conditions are 

verified. The detailed analysis of simulation results witnessed the superiority of fuzzy logic controller on PI 

controller. Hence, this paper proved the robustness of its proposed fuzzy logic controller over other controllers as 

incorporated in literature, while considering different possible combinations of operating conditions. 
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ABSTRACT 

 We try to constraints some of the nuclear matter parameters such as symmetry energy (𝐽) and its slope (𝐿) from the 

recent inferred data of the PREX-2. Other nuclear matter parameters are adopted from [Phys. Rev. C 85 035201 

(2012), Phys. Rev. C 90 055203 (2014)] papers and the linear correlation among them are checked by using 

Pearson's formula. We find the correlation between 𝐽 − 𝐿, 𝐾𝜏 − 𝐽and 𝐾𝜏 − 𝐿 with coefficients 0.85, 0.81 

and 0.76 respectively. The neutron star properties such as mass and radius are calculated with 50 unified equations 

of states. The results are consistent with recently observed pulsars and NICER data except few exceptions. From the 

radii constraints, we find that the new NICER data allows a narrow radius range contrary to a large range of 

PREX-2 and the old NICER data leaving us an inconclusive determination of the neutron star radius. 

Keywords: Neutron star, Relativistic Mean Field formalism, Symmetry energy 

 

1   INTRODUCTION 

  The neutron star (NS), a highly dense and asymmetric nuclear system having a central density 5–6 times the 

nuclear saturation density [1]. It has a unique internal structure, where all the four fundamental forces play an 

essential role. Study of the NS reveals that the internal structure is more complicated because new degrees of 

freedom like hyperons [2–9] and quarks are in the core [10–12]. To explore its properties, such as mass, radius and 

tidal deformability, etc., one has to consider the interaction between nucleons in the form of interaction Lagrangian. 

This provides the equation of state (EOS), the main ingredient for the calculation of the NS properties.  

   Different formalisms have been developed to calculate the EOSs of the NS. The relativistic mean-field (RMF) 

[13–19], Skyrme-Hartree-Fock (SHF) [20–27], density-dependent RMF (DD-RMF) [28], and point couplings [29] 

formalism are quite successful. First, we focus on the nuclear matter (NM) system, where the Coulomb and surface 

interactions are neglected. The binding energy per particle of the NM system is ≈ −16 MeV at the saturation 

density 𝜌0 ∼ 0.148 𝑓𝑚−3
 [30]. The characteristics EOS of the NM is calculated by using different force 

interactions [26]. There are few empirical/experimental data  to constraint the NM EOSs as given in Refs. [19, 31]. 

Different NM quantities such as incompressibility, symmetry energy and its slope parameter etc. play important 
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roles in exploring the NS properties [26,32–37]. In this study, our motivation is to constraint these NM parameters 

using recent experimental data [38–40].  

Recently, the updated Lead Radius Experiment (PREX) has given the neutron skin thickness of 
208𝑃𝑏 as 

𝑅𝑠𝑘𝑖𝑛 = 0.283 ± 0.071fm [38]. Based on this data Patnaik 𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙. [41] tuned the G3 and IOPB-I 

parameter sets. The impacts of PREX-2 data on the NM and NS properties have been explicitly studied in the Ref. 

[39]. The inferred values of NM quantities such as symmetry energy (𝐽), its slope parameter (𝐿) are 38.1 ± 4.7 

MeV and 106 ± 37 MeV, respectively. The inferred limits are systematically larger as compared with either 

theoretical or experimental values [35,42–52]. Reed 𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙. has also been calculated the NS properties by 

combining old NICER and PREX-2 constraints. The predicted radius range is 13.25 < 𝑅1.4 < 14.26 km. 

Recently, NICER also put a revised limit, which is inferred by combining the old NICER data, ∼ 2𝑀⊙ pulsars, 

and the tidal deformability constraints form GWs data, and different EOSs modelling. The new NICER radius range 

for the canonical star is 12.45 ± 0.65 km. In this study, we want to constraint the radius of the canonical NS 

using both NICER and Reed et.al. data.  

 The paper is organized as follows: The formalism for the calculation of different NM quantities is given in 

Sec. II. The results and discussions on the NM and NS properties are provided in Sec. III. A summary of our work is 

enumerated in the Sec. IV. 

 

2 FORMALISM 

 The energy density   𝐸(𝜌, 𝛼) of the NM system can be expanded in a Taylor series in terms of 

asymmetry factor 𝛼(=
𝜌𝑛−𝜌𝑝

𝜌𝑛+𝜌𝑝
) [19, 47]: 

𝐸(𝜌, 𝛼) = 𝐸(𝜌) + 𝑆(𝜌)𝜉2 + 𝑂(𝜉4),                                                                             (1) 

where 𝜌, 𝜌𝑛 and 𝜌𝑝 are the total baryon, neutron, and proton densities, respectively, The 𝐸(𝜌) is the energy 

density of the symmetric NM. The density dependence symmetry energy 𝑆(𝜌) can be written as  

𝑆(𝜌) =
1

2
(

𝜕2𝐸

𝜕𝛼2)𝛼=0.                                                                                                 (2) 

The value of 𝑆(𝜌) is the most uncertain property of the NM, and it has a large diversion at a high-density limit 

[53]. Many progresses have been made to constrain the 𝑆(𝜌) starting from heavy-ion collision to NS [31, 54]. 

Here, we can expand the 𝑆(𝜌) in a leptodermous expansion near the saturation density as follow [19, 55–58]: 

𝑆(𝜌) = 𝐽 + 𝐿𝜉 +
1

2
𝐾𝑠𝑦𝑚𝜉2 +

1

6
𝑄𝑠𝑦𝑚𝜉3 + 𝑂(𝜉4),                                                       (3) 

where 𝜉 =
𝜌−𝜌0
3𝜌0

, 𝐽 is the symmetry energy at saturation density 𝜌0 and the other parameters like slope (𝐿), 

curvature (𝐾𝑠𝑦𝑚) and skewness (𝑄𝑠𝑦𝑚) are given as follow: 
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𝐿 = 3𝜌
𝜕𝑆(𝜌)

𝜕𝜌
|𝜌=𝜌0

,                                                                                                       (4) 

𝐾𝑠𝑦𝑚 = 9𝜌2 𝜕2𝑆(𝜌)

𝜕𝜌2 |𝜌=𝜌0
,                                                                                             (5) 

𝑄𝑠𝑦𝑚 = 27𝜌3 𝜕3𝑆(𝜌)

𝜕𝜌3 |𝜌=𝜌0
.                                                                                          (6) 

Similarly, one can expand the asymmetric NM incompressibility 𝐾(𝛼) as  

𝐾(𝛼) = 𝐾 + 𝐾𝜏𝛼2 + 𝑂(𝛼4),                                                                                         (7) 

where 𝐾 is the incompressibility of the NM at the saturation density and 

𝐾𝜏 = 𝐾𝑠𝑦𝑚. − 6𝐿 −
𝑄0𝐿

𝐾
,                                                                                             (8) 

with 𝑄0 = 27𝜌3 𝜕3𝐸

𝜕𝜌3 in symmetric NM at saturation density. We use another quantity 𝐾′ = −𝑄0. 

 

3     RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

3.1.  Nuclear Matter Properties 

 In this section, we constrain the values of 𝐽 and  . Moreover, with the addition of NM properties, we also 

want to constraint the mass and radius of the NS with the help of recent NICER data. To calculate NM properties, 

we take 224 RMF, 240 SHF, 7 DD-RMF, 18 PC parameter sets from the Dutra 𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙. [26, 29], which span a large 

parameter space. For the calculation of NS properties, we take 50 well-known EOSs from the Refs. [59, 60]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: The value of slope parameters for 224 RMF, 240 SHF, 7 DD-RMF and 18 PC parameter sets are shown. 

The light green box represents the values of  MeV and  MeV taken from the Ref.  [39].  

In Fig. 1, we plot the symmetry energy (J) as a function of the slope parameter (L) for the considered parameter sets. 

Recently, the PREX-2 experiments put a limit on the skin thickness of 
208𝑃𝑏 is 𝑅𝑠𝑘𝑖𝑛 = 0.283 ±
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0.071 fm [38]. There is strong correlation have been observed between 𝑅𝑠𝑘𝑖𝑛and 𝐿at saturation density [39, 

61]. Reed 𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙.[39] inferred the values of 𝐽 and 𝐿 as 38.1 ± 4.7MeV and 106 ± 37 MeV respectively. 

We put a light green box in Fig. 1 to constraint the values of 𝐽 and 𝐿. Most of the RMF and PC parameter sets 

satisfy the constraints well as compare to SHF and DDRMF parameter sets. Hence, we conclude that the parameter 

sets which predict higher values of 𝐽 and 𝐿 are consistent with Reed  𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙. data. 

To check the correlation between different NM parameters as calculated in Sub-Sec. II, we plot the correlation 

matrix as shown in Fig. 2. To check the linear correlation between pairs of quantities, we calculate the correlation 

coefficient using Pearson's formula as used in Ref. [60]. We find that the correlation coefficient between 𝐽 and 𝐿 is 

found to be 0.85. Slightly weaker correlations are found between 𝐾𝜏 − 𝐽𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐾𝜏 − 𝐿 with coefficients 0.81 

and 0.76, respectively. 

 

3.2. Neutron Star Properties 

The NS is composed of neutrons, protons, and leptons. Inside the NS, the neutron decays to proton, electron, and 

antineutrino. This process is called  𝛽-decay. Both  

𝛽equilibrium and charge neutrality processes are required for the stability of the NS [30]. Therefore, the total EOS 

of the NS is the addition of baryons and leptons as given as [19, 62] 

𝐸𝑁𝑆 = 𝐸 + 𝐸𝑙 , 𝑃𝑁𝑆 = 𝑃 + 𝑃𝑙 ,                                                                                     (9) 

where 𝐸(𝐸𝑙) is the energy density of the NM (leptons) as given in Refs. [62–64]. The 𝑙 correspond to both 

electron (𝑒−) and muon (𝜇−
). 

 

 In Fig. 3, we plot 50 selected unified EOS taken from the Refs. [59,60] for comparison. The mass and 

radius of the NS are calculated by solving Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff equations [65, 66] with boundary 

conditions 𝑃(0) = 𝑃𝑐  and 𝑃(𝑅) = 0 for a fixed central density. Each EOS gives a different maximum mass 

and radius. We calculate the mass-radius (𝑀 − 𝑅) profile of the NS for considered EOSs as shown in Fig. 4 . The 

massive pulsars data such as PSR J1614-2230 [67], PSR JO348+0432 [68] and PSR J0740+6620 [69] are shown 

with different colour bars. Recently, the secondary component of the GW190814 event is observed in the mass 

range 2.50 − 2.67𝑀⊙. A lot of debates are in progress, whether the secondary component is the lightest 

black hole or heaviest NS [70, 71]. The old NICER data depicted with two violet boxes from two different analyses 

[72, 73]. New NICER data [40] is shown with a double-headed dark red line. Recently, Reed 𝑒𝑡 𝑎𝑙. [39] have 

given radius constraints for canonical stars inferred from the PREX-2, and old NICER data is also shown with 

double-headed black line.  From the Fig. 4, it is clear that all EOSs reproduces ∼ 2𝑀⊙ except for a few RMF 

EOSs. None of the EOSs reproduce the GW190814 data. Almost all EOSs satisfy old NICER data, as clearly visible 

in the figure. The old NICER radius range is 11.52–14.26 km which provides a wider limit. But the new NICER 

radius range is 11.8–13.1 km, which is a narrow band compared to old NICER data. Reed 𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙. radius range is 

13.25–14.26 km which satisfy by some RMF and few SHF EOSs. If one carefully observes three radius limits, there 

is a large uncertainty to constraint the radius of the NS. Future observation may put a tight constraint on the radius 

of the NS.   
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 Figure 2: Correlations matrix represent the correlation between different NM parameters. The number inside the 

box represents the correlation coefficient between corresponding parameters. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: EOSs are shown for RMF, SHF and DD-RMF sets with blue, red and green lines respectively 

 

4     SUMMARY 

 In this manuscript, we calculate the NM properties with different formalisms such as RMF, SHF, DD-

RMF, and PC. The symmetry energy and its slope are constrained by the recently inferred data from the PREX-2 

experiment. We find that a numbers of RMF parameter sets, almost all PC parameter sets, and few SHF and 

DDRMF parameter sets satisfy the constraints given by Reed 𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙. data. We also obtain the correlations between 

−𝐿 , 𝐾𝜏 − 𝐽 and 𝐾𝜏 − 𝐿 with correlation coefficients 0.85, 0.81 and 0.76 respectively. 

 For the NS case, we take 50 unified EOSs and calculate the mass and radius. Almost all EOSs satisfy 

2𝑀⊙ constraints. None of the considered parameter sets satisfy the GW190814 data. The old NICER radius range 

is reproduced by almost all considered EOSs as it spans over a broader radius region. But the new NICER data can 

reproduced by almost all SHF and DD-RMF with few of the RMF sets. From the PREX-2 and old NICER data, 
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Reed 𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙. inferred the radius of the canonical star, which is shown with a double-headed black line. Only stiff 

EOSs satisfy  the Reed 𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙. data because the radius range is a little bit higher as compare to new NICER data. 

 In conclusion, the PREX-2 data supports the EOSs, which are stiffer. Therefore, all the NM and NS 

properties inferred from PREX-2 data provide large value symmetry energy coefficient as compare to other 

theoretical/experimental data. In the case of the NS, the implied radius range is also push towards a higher value, 

which can only be  supported  by stiffer EOSs. But new NICER data provides the radius range, which supports by 

the softer EOSs. Therefore, a possible uncertainty  has been developed to constraints the radius of the NS. We hope 

future experiments/observations may answer this question. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4:  𝑀 − 𝑅 are shown for RMF, SHF and DD-RMF sets with different observational constraints.  

Both old NICER data shown with two violet boxes [72, 73] and new NICER data with dark red doubled head lines 

are also depicted [40] for canonical star. Recently radius constraint given by Reed et al. [39] is also shown with 

black headed line. 
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